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FOREWORD

AS plans for expansion 'of the emergency nursery school prou
gram were being coñsidcred in 1934, opportunity was offered
for the author of this bulletin to visit some of the European coun-
tries and observe their programs. The Office of Education ac-
cepted this voluntary offer and Kfary Dabney Davis, who had
been loaned by .the Office to the FERA to develop the Emer-
gency Nursery School Project, visited the countries herewith
reported upon..

The opportunity opened the way to gather new ideas and to
see how they can be gpplied to current needs in this cotintry.
Observation of eiperierices of other countries in the light of our
own problems gave a realism to the visit that enlisted interest and
the fullest possible help from aqive workers abroad, and to those
workers in the countries visitedEngland and Scotland, Bel-
gium, Holland, Italy, Austria and Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
the Soviet Union, and Poland, in international education,
health, and ,welfare organizationsthe Office. of EducAon ex-
tends the warmest appreciation for assistance apd for the éppor-
tunity to share experiences that should benefit us all.* GOODYKOONTZ,

Assistant Commissioner.
Vt
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PREFACE

WITH the development of the economic depressión in the United
States the Government's Nation-wide program of emergency relief
aimed to return citizens to useful occupations and to give immedi-
ate relief to the distress resulting from widespread unemployment.
Through contacts with parents of school children and with' health
and w authorities school officials had found that preschool
childre were suffering from inadequate food and an undermin-
ing sene of insecurity. They also found thai the children were
reflectig a home atmosphere where prevailing anxieties were
aeveloiing an emotional instability difficult to counteract either
at the present time or in later life. As a result, one' of the many

. projects organized under' the emergency relief program was the
emergency nursery school.

Through the authorization of this program,' issued' October
23, 1933, State administrators of relief and State superintendents
and c9mmissioners of Public instruction were given the oppor-
tunity to set up emergency nursery schools for the twofold purpose
of employing needy and qualified workers and of combating the
physical and mental handicaps being imposed upon young chil-,
dren by the cOnditions incident to current economic and social ei

difficulties. In addition, the authorization emphasized the adult
education phase of the Aursery school programparent educa-

and pointed to the values for the whole fantly that should
result from this work:

In response to this authorization in 1933-34, 38 States, the
District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands complied with the
policies set up by educational and relief authorities and organized
emergency nursery schools. In 1934-35 the schools were carried
on by 47 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

Individual Stateslhave made use of the program to meet their
individual needs ind interests. In this way benefits of the pros:

0/04.
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PREFACE

gram serve young children in nursery schools in widely different
situations. Most of the nursery schools are located in public ele-
mentary and high-school buildings in rural areas, in small towns
and villages, as well as in congested districts of the large cities.
They have also been so located as to reach convalescent children
in hospitals, the young children of migrant crop pickers, of work-
ers in lumber camps, mines; mills, and other industries, and the
children of families moved from abandoned mining areas to
subsistence homesteads.

National, State, and local sponsoring 'committees composed
of .professional people, business men and women, and lay work-

, ers, have aided the program both by stimulating local interest
and supporting national,Igtate, and local educational officials.
Through this emergency program values have accrued to young
needy children and their families that they would not otherwise
have had. Throughout the United States the thinking of many
people has turned to, an appreci4ion of these values and to a con-
viction that the nursery schools should be retained permanently.

It was nattkratat the rapid and diversified development Qf
the project should continually britig new problems for the work-
ers to solve. . In plánning to meet these problems the question

- was asked, "What are other countries doing for young children
at this time of economie stress?"

As plans for the expansion of the' program were being con-
sidered in 1934, an opporiunity arose for a staff membC)r of the
Office of Education to visit some of the European countries and
observe their programs. This opportunity opened the way to
gather new ideas and to see how they could be applied to Current
social and educational needs in the United iptates. There was
notintention to make exhaustive studies of the total programs for
young children. In fact it was difficult, if noi impossible, under
present general çurtailments in administrative staffs- to obtain
statistical and comparable information that would be needed in
any thoroughgoing 'survey. It was rath& the suggegivenest of
the other countries' experiences that was sought; the plans that
could be adjusted and adapted at home or that offered new ideas
whicji might help make thc work in the United States More
effective. To observe the experiences of other countries in the
light of our own problems gave a realism to the visit that enlisted
interest and the greatest help from active workers 41314ad, and to
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PREFACE IX

these workers in the countries visitedEngland and Scotland, Bel-4-,
Italy,gium, Holland, Austria and Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the

Soviet Union, and Polandand in the offices of international
education, health, and welfare organizations, is dtended the
warmest appreciation for their assistance and for the opportunity
to share experiences that should benefit us all.

The information was obtained chiefly from people connected
officially with national government and municipal offices. The
initial introductions to the ministries of education were made
through the courtesy of official representatives of the United
States Government in the countries visited. These were followed
by introductions to workers in special departments of theiovern-

.
municipalments, to authorities, and to representatives of privately

supported organizations. Among those who contributed infor-
mation and guided the visits and observations reported in this
bulletin are the following: Assistants to the ministers of educa-
tion; State and municipal directors and supervisors of preschool
education and health, of adult education,.social welfare, housing,
playgrounds, and of recreation for youth and adults; several
women members of the national parliaments; directors and work-
ers in national and local organizations for the protection of mothers
and children; officers and members of national and local educa-
tional associations; and representatives of international organiza-
tions promoting friendly relationships among countries.. To this
list of official workers should be added the "friends of friends" who
opened the way for visits in private homes and conversations that
gave national points of view essential to an understanding of the
programs observed.

This report gives many of the replies received in ansWer to the
question, "What is your country doh* for the care and education
of young children below school age during present economic and
social difficulties?" Detailed questions centered upon the schools,
homes, health protective measures, and parent education-Iaft
elements in the environment that influence the welfare of young
children.

The report begins with descriptions of how the nations locate
administrative responsibility fOr the programs for young children
below compulsory school age and how financial support is pro-
vided. Brief accounts of 'some of the schools visited indicate what
is obtained for the money' expended. Accounts follow of the
housing and equipping of some of the nursery schools and kinder-
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PREFACE

gartens, of nest demands upon teachers and consequent innova-
tions in the preparation of teachers, of some of the health and
nutrition work, of housing for the families and of the continued
supervisory programs far the health and recreation of youth and
a4ults. No attempt has been made to show the destitution and
deprivations.of the people due to the world economic difficulties.
Instead the emphasis is upon what is being done to raise the
standards of health, welfare, and happingss under which young
children and their families best grow and develop.

Documents in the appendix may help to round out the accounts
in the repòrt that are necessarily brief. The bibliography iiicludes
publications which are referred to in the text.by-jaumbers in
brackets as authoritative souices of information.

To denote schools having an educational progranlAthe words
"nursery school" are used in this report for the work with children

fr below the age of 3 and "kindergarten" for those over 3. Great
Britain is an exception in that the words "nursery school" are used
customarily for children from 2 to 5 years of age. In European
countries the word creche is used generally for all programs
accepting children below the age of 3 àhd sometimes for older
children. There are several names used among the different
countries for the schools enrolling children from 3 to 6 or 7 which
usually imply a motherly type of care and pidance for the
childre. These names appear on page ,5 in the Toottiotes for
the table which gives estimated numbers of preschool children
enrolled in educational programA.

11.
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RESPONSIBILITYFINANCIAL SUPPORT
PROGRAMS FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

PRESENTeconomic conditions have brought into the foreground
the importance of the physical and mental well-being bf children

low compulsory school age. . In such times when questions qf
e nomies and of expanding certain essential services arise, it is
important to note that other countries are giving official recogni-
tion to the need for protecting young children. It is also helpful
to see how some of the European countries have administered their
ptograms-for the education and health care of young children and
have provided the necessary moiley, also what special problems
the nations face.

National and international recognition of children's needs.-0fficial
pronouncements made recently in Spain and Uruguay indicate
national concern for the welfare and edúcation of their young
children. In 1931 the newly formed republic of Spain enibodied
in its conititution the articles of the Declaration of Geneva'
which grant the child's right for normal material and 'spiritual
development and grant him priority for attention in times of dis-
tress. A "Children's Code" 2 was accepted the Government
of Urttguay in April 1934 and the responsibility for putting it into
practice was placed with a central council and with provincial
and local committees. Provisions of the code include the carie
and education of preschool children as well as those of school age.

To celebrate the fiftieth anniversarY,of the *public-school system
in the Republic of Frlince, the Minister of Education in 1931
invited representatives from other cou9tries to attend an inter-
national congress on childhood education. kt this congress
representatives from 25 nations emphasized the importance of that
period of life from 2 to 7 years of age when tip child c.eases to be a
baby and is becoming an individual met pf the coinmunityi
but has not -yet been accepted as a school responsibility [M].

See appendix. p. S.
Ibid., p. N.
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2 YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
I

Early in the year 1933 the Assemb1r of the League of Nations
i

instructed its Child Welfare Committee "to study, with a view of
future practical action, the experiments made by certain countries
in order to protect children and young people from the conse-
quences of the economic depression ,and unemployment." In the
spring of 1934 the comniittee emphasized in its report 8 "the
necessity for removing young children from the pernicious
atmosphere of their own homes during a greater part of the day
and sending them to nursery schools, recreation centers, reading
rooms, etc., in order that they may enjoy the quietness and free-
dom from care and irritation which are the essential conditions for
their development [53] . .

Many of the countries visited were hard at work to Teet the
needs so dearly indicated by the Child Welfare Committee. It
was impossible, however, to discover what proportion of the
children who neded the help were receiving it.

Varying typfs of administration.There are as great' variations
among European countries as among our own States in the wa,
eduction and welfare prog;ams are provided for young children i

and in thF estimated proportion of children served. These varia-
tionsseem to be related to the degree with which the nations are
conscious that-the start in life accorded their young children
.affects their future physical and mental well-being as citizens.
Th Cy also seem related to the desire of individual nations for
large populations, for healthy populations, and for an avenue
through which mothers and young children may be educated
and indoctrinated in the philosophy and principles underlying
the present forms of government.

. e general lines ofeofficial administrative respomibility for the
programs comply with legal regulations that apparently had been
functioning before the present emergency arose and may be re-
garded as accepted parts of the national or local governmental
machinery. The close cooperation which was evident in many
countries among different departments of national and local gov-
ernments and with independent organizations' may have resulted
from the necessity to meet emergency needs for a longer school

4;1:lay, for midday school lunches, for thVistribut¡on of food andt - clothing among the childrep and to their families, for health serv-
ices at school and in the neighborhoods, Li:id for soliciting parent
cooperation in the care of the children. England and Hungary/

s Ibid..-p. 67.
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YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 3

are the only countries of those visited in which new programs
liad iDeen set up to meet emergency needs. The initiative in these
instances has been taken by private organizations to set up emer-
gncy nursery schools and kindergartens. The funds are from
private sources, but there are certain basic relationships estab-
lished with official education and health authorities.

Although there are many intricate relationships among na-
, tional, local, and independent authorities in the delegation of

administrative responsibility for the health and education of
young children, a fairly accurate picture of the way the programs
are administered may be obtained from the following descriptions:

(1) National ministries of health and education: divide re-
sponsibility for the children either (a) at the age of 3, while
providing ,continuous supervision, or (b) with an interval
between 2 and 5 years of age during which the children are
dependent upon local initiative. National supervision main-
tains standards of work and deteribinessoPmerit for local
financial aid.

(2) the natiopal government delegates authority and gives
financial support to an independent organization for the care
of children below the'age of 3. The responsibility for children
over the age of 3 is placed wifh municipareducational authori-
ties and in certain instances the national government grants
financial aid to these local education authorities.

(3) The municipal education authorities with assistance
from the municipal health department assumes responsibility

. for the health and education of needy infants and of young
children. Prenatal and postnatal care of mothers and infants
is given by an independent organizatton which is national in
its scope of action.

(4) The care of childreA, below the age of 3 rests with pri-
vately supported, independent organizations which receive
national or municipal supervision and tinder certain condi-
tions receive subventions from the municipalities. Above the
age of 3 the responsibility for the education and health of the
children rests with the municipal authorities.t

Continuity in health and educational service essential.Coritinuity
which permits po break Artween the initial health service given
at birth and the subsequent guidance in physical health, mental
development, and behavior is essential to the welfare of the
children. Due to such a break in the health supervision in
England the Minister of Health said, "It is safe to assume that
80 to 90 percent of the children are born healthyb\df_at 5 years
of age 35 to 40 percent bear physical defects whia could have

s.
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4 %YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

been either prevented or cured [11] ." 'Furthermore, there is an
increasing recognition of the Tact that the social and mental
development in childhood influences the patterns of behavior
in adolescent and adult life. To care for both the physical
health and the education of young children the Soviet Union
has a coordinate set-up of administration and supervision :
From birth to 3 the child is under'the care of thc Department 6f
1-lealth; and from 3 on he is under the care and pidance of the
Department of Education, with close cooperation between the
two departments.

Continuity is being emphasized further by several countries in
relating the type of educational program carried on for pre-
school children to thqt for the older ones. This rCquires at
least a consultative relationship among administrators of the p.m-
grams for the younger and older children in both the programsof care and education for the children and in the preparation
required of teachers. There' is a tendency among education
authoritis to see values in the less foimal methods *of teach-
ing, in the outdoor activities, the behavior guidance, and the
emphasis on personal hygiene in the nursery school and kinder-
garten, which are being reflected in both the curriculum and
the physical set-up of the elementary schools. England and
Czechoslovakia art °6(perimenting with d program of con-
tinuity from the 2- or 3-year-old to the 7- and 8-year-old child,
and Poland aims eventually to cooidinate its educational program
from the 3-year-old to the ufilversity student.

Preschool children in "school."The following figures, giving the
number and proportion of children below the age of compulsory
school attendance who are enrolled in educational programs, are
quoted from the 1934 edition of The Year Book of Education [67].
The summary includes 14 of the western European couptries and
allows comparisons with countries other than those visited.

¿in omparing the figures it stiould be recalled-that it is less diffi-
cult to enroll children in countries having large cities than it is
when the population is widely distributed over large areas and
that some'of the countries listed became independent only at the
close of the World War and others were greatly curtailed in
natural resources at that time.
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YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 5

EDUCATION FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN 14 EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES FOR 1934

4.

.

Couitry

,

Number
of schools

w

Number of
children
enrolled

A ttend-
ance

(percent
of popu-
lation)

Ages

I1 3 3 4

Austria
Belgium
Czechoslovakia
Denmark t
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Spain
U. S. 8. R .

I

s

1

/41

.
(7)

1 1, 013
I 9, 425
I 1, 785

(10)

1 1, 600
(II)
(11)

- - - - - - ----_
...

105, 000
8, 000

-- 7z- _ -__
118, 000
745, 933
175, 000

93. 000

I 13
86

112
2

52
I 14
1 23
1 30
1 39

3 5

2

3-8
3-6
3-8
3-7
3-8
3-8
3-6
3-6
3-8

4-7

3-8

Public: and private kindergartens.
I Estimated.
3 Eccles gardiennes: (1) Communales, secular, maintained by communes, State grants;

35 percent of schools, 31 percent of pupils. (2) Adoptées, religious adopted by communes,State grants; 33 percent of schools, 40 percent of pupils. (3) Adoptables, religious, recognized,no communal grants, but State grants, 32 percent of schools, 29 percent of pupils.
4 Public maternal schools.
I All private
6 tooled matern es, 14 percent Iof schools, providing for 8 nt of children are private(Roman Catholic) nstitutions. Free to all. Ages 2-8. Of t e h percent of the population

3-6 attending, 22 percent are in the kolas maternalles an percent in the,infant deparunenta
of primary and seeondary schools.

Kindergartens provi ed by private enterprise and by some communes. No State grants?:s One-third private.
11 273 secular and 1,512 denominational (Roman Catholic and Protestant).II A few private kindergartens in the cities.
11 Every commune with more than 10,000 inhabitants must maiiltain a free kindergarten.
13 Kindergartens, children's homes (boarding), play centers (summer months).

GREAT BRITAIN

National responsibility for infants and young children to the
age of 2 in Great Britain rests with the Ministry of Health. Com-
pulsory education, with its program of physical and mental care,
begins at 5. The present problem centers irk the adequate care
for children 2, 3, and 4 years olda problem that the recent
economic difficulties has made more acute.

Needs of young childred.The English Ministry of Health em-
phasizes the need for providing favorable conditions for ilç healih
of the preschool child and points to the high rate of mortality
for children from 1 to 5 compared with that for other ages.4 The
repOrt from the Department of Public Health [11] referred to in

I the introductic4i of this section of the report emphasizes the large

'The death rate in 1931 for all ages per 1,000 Hying wait 11.44; for the period ;coin 1 to 5 nark
6.67; 5 to 10 years, 2.23; 10 to 15 years, 1.66.

.
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6 YOUNÒ CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN ..COUNTR1E$

proportion of children who are born healthy but who, at 5 years
of age, bear physical defects which could have been either pre...
vented or cured. Mental hygienists point to the traits of mental
ill health formed before school entrance as an indication that the
preschool years are the most important from the point of view
of economy in assuring mental health [1 9] . English educators
agree with these ideas abd add that the proper care and guidance
of these young children in the schools influences the parents' ways
.of controlling them as they grow older, and also gives a sound
foundation for future school life. All agree that there are large
numbers of needy children who reCeive no help nor gwician& from
publicly supported services during the 3 or 4 years before going
to sc'hool. This lack of available help from public sources be-
tween the ages of '2 and 5 is generally considered less serious in
homes where the conditions are satisfactory and htalthy, where
the child receives personal attention from his moiher or nurse,
and where medical advice is obtainable privately. There is, how-
ever, a growing appreciation that many of these privileged chil-
dren would undoubtedly benefit from the opportunities offered in
the nursery schools: For the underprivileged children it is con-
sidered uneconomic to allow their health and stamina to deterio-
rate till they are 5 years old and then spend large sums of money
in tying to cure them between the ages of 5 and 15 [28].

4' In 1933, of ari estimated population of 3- and 4-year old children
of 1,184,000, there were 163,252 enrolled in infants departments of
the Pblic elementary schools.' These are not necessarily children
from overcrowded or slum 'areas, and of young children living in
such environments there was an estimate [28] in 1930 of 175,000.
The current problem has been to serve more of these chtdren liv-
ing in underprivileged and distressed areas, and to demonstrate
the values of the nursery school program so as to cause Goverp-
ment grants to be resumed and make the Fisher Act of 1918
operative.°

Axes

3 to 4 years
4 to 5 years MIP.

I From the Yearbook of Education for 1935:
In the spring of 1935 the following statement was issued: "The financial embargo cal*bewnursery schools has now been relaxed and local authorities are a lihertyto submit to theBoard of Education proposals for new nursery schools in suitable

Estimated
population

501, 000
593, 000

Enrolled
in infant
depart-
ments

34, 833
128, 419

fr-

41
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YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 7

Program best suited to the needs.Of the different classes in the
infant departments.of the public schoolsbabies classes, nursery
classes, and nursery schoblsthe nursery school is recommended
as the pro-gram best meeting the piesent need PM. Thitselection
is due to the several limitations placed by rules and regulations
upon the other types of classes: The babies classes as formerly con-
ducted with 40 to 50 children in an ordinary classroom under one
teacher indifferently trained, with no assistants, are giving place
to nursery classes. Nursery claws are at present subjecat to the
Coae for Elementary Schools which makes ho special requirement
Tor the physical welfare of the children 'whereas the Education
Acts of 1 9 18'and 1921 require these provisions fornursery schools.
ilcause 6f the same code the nursery classes may not accept chil-
dren under 3 years of age while nursery schools may take them
at 2 when the infant-welfare centers no longer can care for them.
The daily hours of the nursery class are at present confined to
those of the elementary school and there is no such limit to the
nursery school day which can be adjusted to the needs of tile chil-
dren in the community. In addition, the daily regime of the
nursery school is considered especially beneficial to the children's
needs. Recently, certain school authorities have considered it
desirable to extend the life of the iild in the *nursery school
regime beyond the age of 5 to 7 plu:s. By so doing, the need for
-adapting himself to the new requirements of the elementary
school comes at the age of 8 when thc habit development and
health "nurture" are established more securely than is possible
at 5. Continuity in regime through 7 will avoid the shift in school
environment at the age of 5 that is damaging also to the child's
intellectual development and growing interests [9].

Nine characteristics of an efficient nursery school as recognized
in Great Britain may be summarized as Tollqws: (1) A community
type of life; (2) an adequately trained and qualified teacher; (3)

eig ready accIns to a garden; (4) a balanced ,clay of play, rest, and
sleep; (5) appropriate equipment to aid self-depe,ndence; (6) play
materials fitted for physical and mental development; (7) cleanli-
ness and beauty in the school; (8) adequate nutritional program;
(9) regular medical inspection and prompt treatment of defects.

Through this program ¡he nursery school is regarded as a par-
tial compensation for an unsatisfactory home, for it mitigates some
of the evils arising from poverty and overavwdinE(. In a working

54558 --86 2
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8 YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIE

class household, the lot of the toddleris not altogether an enviable
one. The eldest, child in a family gains certain privileges by right
of *priority.; the youngest comes in for other advantages by reason
of -his helplesness. The ultimate place of the nursery school in
England anci'lVales and the ages which will be enrolled "will
depend largely upon changes and developrilents in our economic
and social circumstances * * * In the social and economic
circumstances which obtain today, the nursery school is as essen-
tial at on-e end of the system of public education as the university
is at tbe other [11."

Two projécts are intended to assist in meeting the needs of these
young children. One project is an educational campaign to
inform the ge dieraublic about the needs and remedies. The
other project is a renedial one of organfiing 'emergency open-air
nurseries for needy children.

An educational campaign.To date this campaign has centered
upon securing reservations of sites for nursery schools in. connec-
tion with slum clearance and rehousing sthemes and upon the
removal of the Government embargo on grants -for new nursery
schools. Among the órganizations actively working for these
objectives are the Nursery School Association of Great Britain,
the Association or Educational Committees,. local education
authorities, and others with cooperation and aCtive support from
such related organizations as the Workers' Educational Associa-
tion, the National Council for' Maternity and Child Welfare, the
Home and School Council, the National, Council of Women, and
the Emergency Open-Air Nurseries Committee.

The pr,rams and projects this group of agéncies has developed
center chiay àbout conferences and publicity. Committees have
presented their case before housing cornmissions and local educa-
tion authorities urging that nursery schools be established, that
approved emergency open-air rfurseries be accepted for permanent
grants, that in instances where it proved impracticable to have
nursery schools, centers might be sei up in places of great need
where rest, recreation, food, and cart for physical needs could be
provided following nursery khool procedures gis far as possible.
Reports of these conferences are given publicity in the press, in
Government reports, and professionil journals, and reprints are
widely distributed.7

See reerenoes 16, 17, 19, 20, nog&
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The Nursery School Association of Great Britain has prepared
an exhibit to show how a nursery school can be set up on the
roof of a model tenement building. It has taken the initiative
in planning many of the conferences held with the cooperating
organizations and has developed a film-lending library, posters,
and other visual materials advocating care for young children
on an educational level.

Of great importance to the whole campaign is the active
support in the House of Commoi,Is given by the,yiscountess
Astor [8] and the continuous support from Sir George Newman,
Minister of Health [17].

Emirgency open-air nurseries .*---This project has been' developed
with privately donated funds and under the sponsorship, of
independent organizations. Its immediate aim is relief for the
children and future permanency for the schools which meet the
standards acceptable to Government educational authorities.

The idea for this project started in the city of Lincoln on the
initiative of a club for unemployed men. These meu oxpressed
a desire for a place where their young children coiild play and be
given special cire. A teacher of one of their "leisure-Aime"
classes offered to raise a sum of money for house rental and
teachers' salaries for a nursery ichool if the meri would condition
and help equip the house. Another nursery was started by
girls in a grammar school of Louth, who had heard a tàlk on
nurkry-sc.hool teaching as a career. One of the teachers in this
school bought a strip of land and leased it at a nominal rental,
and another teacher contributed a legacy to make over a shack
into a nursery-school building.

In January 1933 [21 a national committee began work with no
funds beyond a promise from Lady Astor to pay the salaries of
the head teachers in the first 10 nurseries for the first year.
Cooperation was secured from several teachers colleges, from
associations of nursery schools, day nurseries, and maternity and
child-welfare Work. A council with a management committee
was tip set up at a subcommittee of the "Save the Children's
Ftind" to support the project. This committee consist.; of out-
standing eckcaton and sponsors of education'.

Eight emergency open-air nurseries have since been established
in distressed areas. Plans an under way for two more to be
organized. Three of these nurserY schools have already been
accepted for financial grant by the, board of education. Each is

40
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built to accommodate 40 children and, in most cases, to include
quarters for a club for parents. The scho9ls tave been built
and equipped by employed and unemployed men and womén
workin5 togethér. The cost has been low, ranOrig from approxi-
mately £500. Each school has a trained aAd sLaried head
teacher, with voluntary assistants, often the parents themselves.

Local committees sponsor each project. In one town this
committee consisted of the mayor, the head mistress of the local
high school, through whom student aid is obtained, and a mistress
of an infant school.

Appeals for money are made to meet imine'diate expenses of
the nursery schools. No appeal is made for any central or basic
fund since the' essence of the plan is the development of local
effdrt and cooperation with eventual acceptance of the emergency
program by local educational authoritiei Grants of inoney have
been made by the Pilgrim Trust and the National Council ,of

'Social Service. Other contribtitions have come from benefit
performances, individual dónors, and a variety of other sources.The parents pay ls. a week per child for food. The support of
one child for a year, including maintenance and operation
expenses for the building,' averages approximately £10, and aspart of the solicitation' program for funds ari adoptioriNchemeis used whereby responsibility may be accepted by individuals
or organizations for the nursery-school expenses of a child. The
income of the committee for the year, February 1933 tó April
1934, amounted to approximately $20,000, and approximate4T
$19,000 was granted to 10 projects, the remainder being used for
administrative expenditures, which included printing of bulletinsof information and office expenses. -

Accountings" för "1- year for the two emergency schools firststarted are reproduced in the appendix.' In summary, the St.
Cuthbert's Voluntary Nursery School of Lincoln received itsincome of £746 as follows: `Two-thirds, from grants of money,
one-fourth from special programs and solicitations, and a tenthfrom the parents. Its expenditures were,distributed as follows:Salaries and workers' insurance, 57 percent; food, 21 percet,rent, taxes, gas, and fuel, 14 percent; laundry and extra kervice,
5 percent; equipment, 3 percent. [31]

The 1933 income of the Louth Nursery School amounting to.£262 was obtained by grants and donations. The expenditures
Bee the appendix, pp. 1991.
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were distributed as follows: Salaries and workers' insurince, .75
percent; rent, taxes, fuel, 12 percent; equipment, 6 percent;
and incidentals, 7 percent. Food costs were met by the pge.nts'
fees. [30]

Scotland's nursery education program.Scotland's development of
nursery schools has had its origin in voluntary efforts to-remedy
the ill effects of unsuitable social conditions upon young children
[12] . With the Department of Health maintaining thorough-
going services for children from birth to 2 years of age the goal
has been to have the education committee contribute to .the
support of nursery schools and tc) assume responsibility for them
as 'situations warrant.

Of the 10 riursery schools in Edinburgh [ lo] 1, which is housed
in a wing of a new elementaiy-school building, is suppdrted
entirely by tI education ccimmittee and 7 of the Qthers receive
grants from it. Of theie one has recently been organized in con-
nection with a housing project for people of small incomes. The
Glasgow committee gives grants to six of its nine nursery schools
and the nursery school in Dundee receives half its annual cost from
the committee [13]. Many of these schools started as a plan for
daytime care orchildren in welfare centers and toddlers play-
grounds and have developed an acceptable educational program.
Both recreation and instructional clubs are maintained for parents
and youths in many of the nurseries.

The prrns involved seem to be both to meet the health and
mental nee 144 the children and their Parents and to demonstrate
to school authorities a method of adequate teaching and school
administration especially adaptgi to needy young children.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST,REPUBLICS

Continuity and coordinationfor health and educational programs. The
plan of administration for the health; care, and the education of
children from birth to the compulsory school age of 8 in the Soviet
Union provides for a continuous program planned for the needs

44 of childril at the different age levels. From the time prenatal
care is given the expectant mother until the child is 3 years old,
the responsibility rests Arith the Cominissariat of Health. From
3 to 8, and %pm 8 on through the system of compulsory education,
the responsit ility rests with the Commissariat of Education.

The two departmentä exchange service a.nd coordinate their
efforts. In questions of policyrcurricula, cooperative research,
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12 YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

and other such problems committees from both organizations are
called to confer. Physicians are_ appointed from the Department
of Health to work as staff members in, the kinderg*ten so as to
keep in touch with educational trends and also give the teachers a
knowledge of medical care of children. Educational advisors are
placed on the nursery staffs. In the "model kindergartens" there
are child specialists who have had both educational and medical
training, Courses in education are provided in the training of
nursery school teachers and in physical health and care in the
preparation of kindergarten teachers. .Each department is
represented in the professional conferences of the other group.
When an educational manusFdpt is prepared it is submitted to the('
Department of Health for review. ,

small villages ivhere ?money is licking to prganiie bo a
nursery and a kindergarten, a combination is effected. The is,
furthermore, a cloOe relationshipWween the preschool di sion
of the pommissariat of Educatio , the division of elem.e i taty
schools. The first tentative dr *; he new kindergarten c c-
ulum is now being revised by a cpmmittee which includes epre-
sentatives from the elementag schools. Such cooperation helps
to provide cz:lit coordinated program for the children between their
kindek-garten and elementary school experiences.

Administration.For both programs there is an administrativ.e'
set-up originating in the national offices and delegating responsi-
bilities to regional and district' boards. Certain charges upon
these boards are for curriclum, teacher preparation, and housing,
and for conducting-nurseriv and kindergartens for iesearch and
promotional purposes. Current plans call for a network of nur-
series and kindergartens, demonstration 'and teacher-training
centers to care for 75 percent of all young childreri by the year
1937.9 Nurseries, nursery schools, and kindergartens are con-

..

A-nected with factories and farms, with hawing schemes, health
clinics, research institutes, convalescent and recreation homes,
workmen's dubs, and prison colonies, and with centers caring
for transitory attendance in railroad stations and public parks.
Widespread propaganda giving information about the care .and. s
education oft young children is carried on for parfaits, social
workers, public health nurses; work 'erg from farms and industries,
and boys and girls from upper schools and colleges.

Appendix, p. 91-92.
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England: AN of i list ployroomg opeiling directly into the garden.Aiiid play yard allow the activitiesto be carried On both indoors nod ouldoor4.
(See pityA 7.)

Seu Ilan* A story hour ai the -PAwow Elizabeth Child Garden' in Ifoliuburgk
(See page f.)
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&oriel I Ilion: The "numintain" is type of equipment appearing in practically all nursery school.
and its construct dimensions are adapted to the abilities of children from 2 to 8 years of age.

(See puje 13.;
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Poland. Preparation fur the day in a Warsaw kindergarten.
(See page 32.)
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The plan for child care under the Department of Public Health
centers in the StateJnstitute for the Protection of Motherhood and
Infancy. This institute has four departments and
obstetrics, pedology and psychoneurology, nursery schools, and
pediatrics. Physical care is given mothers and infants under the
first and fourth departments. The second conducts research and
clinical care in mental development. The nursery-school dèpart-
malt is divided into six sectionsnursery schools with separate
divisions for schools in industrial and agricultural projects, nutri-
tion, teacher preparation, education, housing, and saniiatioin.
Two chief responsibilities [65] are placed upon the nurseries and
nursery scliools: (1) To liberate woman from the care for her child
while she is working or studying; (2) to bring up a "healthy and
strong generation with n4rves of steel and iron muscles."Lenin.

Regional Institutes operate throughout Russia and workers go
from the State health center in Moscow to assist with their organi-
zation and with the conduct of tiìe program. The large cities are
divided into districts to focus the work into serviceable units.
Each district has a main staff of five or six people, including a
physician and an educational adviser, and maintains demonstra-
tion and experimental cénters. Moscow has 10 such "districts."

The plan for kindergarten education is placed under a director
of preschool education in the Commissariat Education. In each
of the "regional" and "district" boards of education throughout
the Soviet Union there is,va preschool section. Each "regional"
board carries a staff of administrative, supervisory, and research
workers. From this regional office the general curriculum issued
from the State headquarters in Moscow is adjusted to meet local
conditions.. In additipn, supplementary research work is carried
on to amplify the studies under. NW in the State office and both
"model" and exporimental schools are organized to serve different
types of functions in. city and rural districts. All supervision is
carried on from this regional office to improve instruction, to give'
supplementary training for teachers, and to extend services in
kindergartens, playgrounds, and other centers. The "model
kindergartens" set the patterns for equipinent, teaching methods,
and curriculum, and help to raise ihe standards of teaching in die
region through demonstrations and regular visits planned for
teachers in other schools: The district boards also have a staff of
supervision and ifitTnistrators who are responsible for the kinder-
gartens in their areas. e
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Aids for nurses and tegchers. In standards of equipment and of
programs the schools in those parts of the Soviet Union visited vary
as greAly as might be expected in a large country where the popu-
lation is congested in cities and widely scattered in the rural areas.
The schools visited in the cities were fully equipped for indoor and
outdoor play and staffed with trained workers and assistant help-
çrs. Those visited in the rural areas which had been operating
for some time had less equipment than the city schools, while the
khools that were newly organized and connected with new in-
dustrial projects were operated unde.r primitive conditions.

Publications have been issued from the central offices to assist
the organization 3141h1conduct of 'the nurseries and kindeigartens.
These publicatio lude [56-59] descriptions of the methods
of work with children below the age of 3, housing and equipmenY
for nurseries, and a manual for parents and workers on the
hygiene and education of children below 3. This manual
describes the characteristics of children from the new-born infant
to the child of 3 and suggests the care needed for them, the fresh
air, the space and sunshine, the clothing, food, and- the time and
conditions for sleep. The manual also emphasizes the necessity
for integrity on the part of adults to bring out the desired results
in the child's behavior. Adults are. admonished not to be imi-
tated, not to lie, cheat, scold, scare, slap, nor admire the child.

For the kindergarten teachers, publications [61-64] have been
issued which describe the curriculum, the equipment, and special
exercises for physical development and procedures with p6ys
and games. The curriculum [63] is planned for each age level
from 3- to the 7-yearmoId children. The plan for social educatiOn )

is part of the total communist program for all citizens: It begins
with the 3-year-old. He is trained to observe neighborhood

. happenings from the nursery schiool window and, on walks, his
attention is drawn to soldiers marching and to workmen as a
preparation for his appreciation of communism. The 4-year-old
learns cer.tain greetings and courtesies, to be independent in
the. caro of his wraps, and to help serve food and care for mfite-
rials. The 5-year-old must be self-dependent and responsible
for putting away his playthings. On walks he must be able to
recall the address of thp kindergarten, to recognize the buildings
in the neighborhood, to recognize different kinds of workers, the
conductors, chauffeurs, police, etc., and to describe their different
responsibilities, to note the work of different indtistries and recall
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and describe them. The 6-year-old child must be cooperative,
attentive to younger children, must carry out directions from the
teachers, prepare work materials, observe and follow rules in
games, come to school alone and respect traffic regulations, and
know his home address. In addition, the interest of the 7-year-old
isiroused in the lives of Lenin, Stalin, and other leaders as examples
to follow. They are also made acquainted with the work of
national institutions, such as the cooperative stores, depots,
hospitals, schools, local organizations of the Soviet Government,
and with the national holidays, and encouraged to love every-
thing connected with the Soviet structure. They are taught to
avoid race prejudice and to recognize the one social class, the
proletarians.

Other attainments are outlined for physical education, music,
art, natuie stud*, arithmetic, reading, writing, and speech.
Reading begins at the age of 6. The method begins with the
children recognizing their own names and the names of familiar
objects in printed letters. The reading of sentences follows and
then the phonetic analysis of words, the answering of questions
about the stories read, and attention to diction and expression.
Writing begins with words and sentences the children have been
reading. Printed lettering is followed by script writing and
atteption is placed upon punctuation'and the use of the capital
letters. The 7-year-old children write books of their own.
Arithmetic starts with counting to 3 dhd recognking groups of
two and three objects at the age of 3 and naming simiSle geometrical
forms. It continues with the 4-year-old child counting and
grouping small numbers and recognizing and naming contrasts
in form, size, length, and timeearly and late, noW and later.
The 7-year-old thild knows figures to 20, counts backward and
forward, uses addition and subtraction symbols, learns about the
zero, fractions, dates, measures, weights, and money, and makes
and solves problems involving these factors.

Financial support and budgets.The expenses of the State Institute
for the Protection of Motherhood and Infancy of the Consitais-
sariat of Health and of the preschool section of the 'Commissariat
of Education are met from a variety of iources: From state and
municipal subventions and from all agricultural, industrial, com-
mercial, construction, and other types of projects which are
required by lato allot to the nurseries and kindergartens a
certain Krcent from their funds [6.5] for workers' wages and for

.
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workers' insurance .fees:Support is also given by the trade
unions, and by such local organizations as the "Children's
Friend", "The Red Cross", and "The Committee of the Peasants
Mutual Help." The cost of the children's food is met principally
by parents who pay.a fee adjusted to the wages they receive.

Since the foreign and domestic values of the ruble vary, no ac-
curate figure of cost for the nurseries and kindergartens can be
given to compare with that in other countries. It is possible,
however, to show the percentage distribution of expenditures
among different budget items which gives a basis for comparison
with similar items in other countries. It is also Possible to show
the distribution of income among the different agencies respon-
sible for two kindergartens located in the city of Moscow. By
including a list of staff members it is possible to visualize the
set-up for these particulár schools.

_ A general estimate given of the cost Sf nursery care amounts
to 1,100 rubles annually for each child, or approximately 90
rubles a month. The 1,100 rubles are distributed among ierv-
ices as follows: 37 percent for food, 45 percent for personnel,
and 18 percent for equipment and supplies. It is estimated that
the parents pay from 8 to 25 of the approximatè 90 rubles a
month for each child. Parents who are employed on the col-
lective farms, however, where the wage is plid in distributed
produce, make their contributions in foodstuffs.

The approximate cost per child in two of Moscow's experimen-
tal ind demonstration kindergartens is 1,500 rubles a year for
the first school described and 1,900 rubles for the second. The
average school in Russia, as in other countries, would have no
psychologists on the staff and the budget would be* smalkr.
These schools arr experimental centers determining curricula
and teaching proCedures for the State and the district.

The first is a "model kindergarten" of the Moscow Board of
Education located in a workers' apartment house near a factory.
The 80 children enrolled are grouped by age-3 to 4 years, 4 to
5X, and 534 to 7 years. For 25 of the children a 24hour day
program is provided except on the "free day" whEn they are
with their paients. The teacheri work in two shifts of 5 hours
each. The school day begins at half past 7 in the morning and
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continues till after 4 in the afternoon.10 The staff for this kin-
dergarten includes:

All

lb o

A director.
Two psychologists 11---one general and one for special studies

i of children's play.
83c teachers. ,

ne artist, responsible for the arrangerrient and beauty of
the room, and for the children's handwork.

One music teacher.
One manager of foods and housekeeping.
A laundress, a cook, four maids, a handy man.

4 A night teacher, a night nurse, and an evening worker for 2
hours, from 6 to 8.

A nurse for the morning inspection, which requires 2 hours,
and a doctor who visits four times during each 5=clay
period.

lidThe folloring distribution of expenditures for the program allo-
cates. nearly half the amount kr the staff (47 percent), more
than a third for food and supplies (39 percent); less than a tenth
for children's equipment (9 percent), and the rest fQr household
supplies (5 percent). ,

Expenditures in rubles
I. Staff 49, 299

Pedagogical staff 17 153 .
Gross administration, incluAing a director 15 804
One and one-half months' salaries for substitute

v teachers during the summer holidays 3 375

36 332

Insurance for teachers paid to the State com-. mittee 3, 709
Prizes equalling 1 percent of the wages for special

work among the teacheri. . . . ..... . ....... . 4690

Salary orthe psychologist making special studies
of children's play 4, 509

25 percent additional for teachers' salaries as 4...
... demonstration workers 4, 059

12, 967.
,

710 to 8, eelf-dirooted play; 8 to 810,4irashing face and hands, granastioe; 8:30 to 9, break-
fast; 9 to 9:40, organised work-30 minutes for the 5-year-olds and 20 minutes for those under
fg 9:40 to 1010, play; 1010 to 12, walk to park, garden, eta; 12 to 12* lunch (3 groups); 12:30
to 210, bed and pky;3110 to 4, tea, play, walk, and deptirturt,

11 The psychologist guides the preparation of the individual records for the children, helps
the teachers with their daily records of the children's development and achievements, and
summarises these to show achievement and to construct new tests. She gives and interprets
the remits of tests 3 times a year; these cover cultural questions,.questions of hygiene and
nature study, and tests of handwork and drawing.

.. OOOOO . ..... '.
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Expenditures in rubles Continued
II. Household expenses, soap, cleaning, etc 5, 720

III. Supplies and ecjuipment, includin&beds, toweLs, toys, etc, . . 9, 316
IV. Supplies including 33,600 rubles for food 40, 400

Total 104, 735

Income in rubles
FROM-

The factory 40,000
The factory insurance committee 17, 500
The factory for special purposes 2, 5.00
Trade unions other than the factory's 5, 891
The State 9, 528
Parents 20, 000

Additional sum from the factory for equipinent 10, 000

Total 105, 419.

Iri addition to this income, the factory pays 20,000 rubles to
cover the summer expenses of transportation of the children to
the country, for additional food, for staff members' substitutes
during their vacations, and for repairs to the equipment in the
country. The State's contribution pays for the salaries of the
psychologists and for a bonus of 25 percent for the teachers, since
the school serves as an experimental center. The following
summary of income indicates the major source/of support: From
thc factory, 59 percent; from the parents, 19 percent; from the
State, 9 percent; and from other sources, 13 percerit.

The second school is an experimental kindergarten of th
People's Commissariat of Education, located near a fac
whre the children's parents are at work. The 60 children en-
rolled are placed in groups with approximately 14 children for
each teacher. Fifteen of the children stay at the school for the
24-hour-day program, and go to the parents only on the "free"
day. The expenditures for this kindergarten are as follows:

Expenditures rubles
staff 40 000
Supplies, play materials, books, pictures, etc 5 000
Equipment and furniture 5 000
Repairs 5 000
Telephone, wood, electricity, etc 10 000
Food 49 000

Total 114, 000
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A summary of these expenditures differs from that of the preced-
ing kindergarten. But slightly more than one-third of the ex-
penses are for salaries (35 percent), And for food slightly less than
half (43 percent).

FROM

Income in rubles

The State Commissariat of Education 80, 000
The factory 16, 000
The parents 18, 000

Total 114, 000

A percentage summary of the sources of income indicates the
major sponsorship of the school.

FROM- Percent
The State 70
The factory 4 14
The parents 16

During the summer, when the children go to the vacation
colony in the country, the parents pay double the amount they
pay during the winter. The factory also gives a supplemçntary
amount of 4,000 rubles.

ITALY

A national policy for continuous care and education. The "Riforma
Gentile" of May 1923 involved a complete and radical reorganiza7

'tion of educational institutions of every type and grade in Italy.
At this time Sr. Mussolini said: "Education is one. There are no
watertight compartments. In education all is related, from the
infant school to the university; and all teachers entrusted as they
are with the youth of the nation from tender years to manlypod 9

share the same joint responsibility, moral and intellectual, for the
efforts of ail have a common aim" [671.

Fascist civic and national planning has also emphasized the need
for a larger and a healthy pcipulation for Italy and the essential
right of each Italian ghild, regardless of the economic and social*,
status of his parents, to care, educatign, and devotion that assures
health and social security. Toward these welfare and educational
goals the first line of work has centered in facilitating births, in
reducing the mortality rate of infants and young children, and in
assuring a record of legitimacy for each child. The second line of
work has centered in a program to provide continuous care and

am
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education of young children to the age of 6 and V through wthe
period of compursory school attendance.

L' Opera Nazionale per Makrnitd e InfanAa.Instead of making the
solution of the maternity and child welfare and education problem
one of public charity or philanthropy the Italian Governrhent
assumed the principle that care and guidance ecr'en from infancy
is the right of the citizen and a duty of the State. Actordingly,
to develop national program which would assume leadership and
direction of this work, the law of December 10, 1925, created a
national institute for the protection of mothers and children under
the Fascist Party which is known throughout Italy as O. N. M. I.
the abbreviated initials of the complete nameL'Opela Nazionale
Per La Protezione Della Materniti E Dell'Infanzia [39, 40, 42].

The O. N. M. I. is administered by a central committee of 13

appointed by Royal decree and representing authorities in scien-
ti0c, social, and political fields of work and representing .also the
Ministry of the Interior and public institutions of social welfare.
Within each of the 92 Provinces there are local committees,
"provincial leagues", responsible directly to the central corn-

_ mittee, and charged to determine local nee& and to supervise
the services needed by the communities. The leagues in turn are
divided into 7,311 patron cots so 'ttesp corresponding to the 7,311

. communes of the kingdom. The membership of these leagues and
subcommittees constitute "a permanent mobilization of 100,000
qualified persons enlisted in the scientific, hygienic, political,
administrative, judicial, ecclesiastical, educational, and welfare
fields" [41].

One of the first responsibilities of thc O. N. M. I. was to enlist
the cooperation of many privately organized societies serving
mothers and children. This was considered necessary so as to
unify the work throughout the country and to encourage the con-
tinuation and expansion of the work especially in the rural areas
where the child mortality rate is still high and where knowledge
of child care and education has been at a minimum. To facilitate
the unification the presidents of the boards of the private organiza-
tions were made members of the O. N. M. I., and automatically
the president of the O. N. M. I. became a riiember of the affiliated
organizations. More aid for unification results from grants of
money from the institute to the member organizations and from
c9nstant encouragement of local initiative and responsibility.

.
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The budget of the institute in 1934 amounted to approximately
4% million dollars at the present rate of exchange. This money
is provided by a special tax upon bachelors, by funds from the
State, from banks, and from taxes on resorts.

Results of the work are now evident. Records of the family
and personal history of each child are now placed in official files.
prenatal hind postnatal care is given mothers and infants. Many
obstacles to legalizing illegitimate children are removed and
responsibility placed for their care. Supervision is g ven to the
organization and conduct of nurseries, to childre placed in
foster homes, to the welfare of employed youth, and to the
enforcement of laws that prevent children under 16 from receiving
or buykg wine, working where liquor is sold, buying tobacco,
or attending movies or ehtertainments unless they are eduta-
tional in character. Special arrangeTents are made for insuring
.women for health benefits through a national maternity fund and
the National Bank for Social Insurance. It is estimated that
6,000,000 mothers and children have been served since the
O. N. M. I. was organized.

Schools for children frorn 3 to 6.ApproXimately a third of the
children in Italy 3 to 6 years of age are eilrolled in schools super-
vised and supported financially by district or mtinicipal education
authoritis pro by private organizations under State supervision.
These schools are the asilo d'infanzia which are now being
developed from a custodial institution for children into a modern
Scuola Materna or kindergarten and nuisery school with spe-
cialized teachers and teaching methods. The schools are tome-
times housed in buildings especially designed foi them by the
school authorities, sometimes they are placed in or near housing
projects for workmen and serve the children of the tenants and
special instances were observed where the school foi young
children was used as a desmonstration laboratory for a *trade
school and again for a teacher-training institution. Holidays in
summer camps are provided for those children enrolled in thc
nurseries and kindergartens who are physically in need of such
recreation.

The kindergartev program is for the full day and includes plays
with materials, reading and writing for the 5-yeat-o1ds, singing,
games, and outdoor play, a noop meal, and supervised sleep or
rest. The methods [43] of teaching vary among Froebelian,
Azazzi, and Montessori, with general preference for methods

ik4
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that train the children in obedience, and that make use of familiar
objects in the environment as teaching materials.

One school building in the town of Brascia provides for several
groups of children from 3 to 6 years of age with about 40 children
in each group. The individual benches and tables are arranged
differently in the several classrooms, but always ai a whole class
and not as small groups within the class. There is also a central
playroom; wide corridois in which the children's driwings on
slates and papers are displayed; a dining room where the teacher's
table is placed on a raised platform and the children's group
tables have depressions cut so as to hold the bowls of food se-
curely; bathroomi with showers, wash stands, and an adequate
number of toilets. Racks hold each child's equipment of towel,
apron, and bib, and the symbols marking individual equipment
are graded in difficurtY according to the ages of the childrenthe
3-year-o1ds have simple sketches of familiar thingstoys, animals,
fruits, flowers; the "middles", or 4-year-olds, have pictures of
tools, furniture, and utensils; the "big children" of 5 have
geometrical designs.

Series of parent conferences on the education of young children
are ,held in. several of the villages by a private organization
working closely with the national program and under Govern-
ment control. So far as possible the welfare and educational work
for young children is closely related to the home, and the "family",
the key word to Italian life, is carefully fostered.

s BELGIUM

To the age of 3, young children in Belgium are under the pro-
tection of the semiofficial organization, L'Oeuvre Nationale de
L'Enfance. Beyond that age the education and the protection of
health rests with school authorities, though the protective institu-
tion continues to care for State wards until the ate of 7.

L'Onlvre Nationale de L' &fame [3].---This is an official organiza-
tion of the Government inikat it was established by law in 1919,
functions under the hygiene section of the Departplent of the Inte-
rior, and the Government annually votes for its support asumofap-
proximately 20 million francsabout a million dollarsfrom the
national budget. It is an inde,pendent institution in that its ad-
ministration is delegated by the State to a central council of 40
members. 934 the women members of the State legislature
were a !. s. ted to act on this central* council.

.ap
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Subcommitkes of the central council assume responsibility for
the work carried on by provincial and loal committees. A gen-
eral director coordinates the work of these subcommittees and as-
sumes general dlr.:: of the administration of the clinics, dispen-
saries, milk and kitchens, summer camps for frail children,
the social Wbrk with needy families, the nurseries and day nurs-
eries, and the general educational and publicity work regarding
health and hygiene. The association encourages local and private
initiative in organizing and in maintaining serv.ices for young chil-
dren and coordinates these privately supported progranis under
certain general rules so as to unify the work throughout the State.

Programs of the association.As stated by law, the object of
L'Oeuvre Nationale de L'Enfance is to encourage and extend
adequate care of young children, particularly those from under-
privileged families; to disseminate and apply information as to
scientific methods 0?f child development within the family and in
public and private Mucational institutions, to encourage and give
financial support to programs of child hygiene; to exercise admin-
istrative and medical control over tht progrant so sponsored [2].
The programs are systematically carried out, and there has been
a steady increase in the number of children served in the nurseries,
the welfare centers, and the home-visiting service. But this
increase has been áttributed more to the consistent child-welfare
propaganda that has been under way in'recent years than to the
unemployment of the children's parents [54] .

The association also provides for a continuation of some of its
service to aid older children. , School lunches are ptovided for
needy children. Recuperation homes or "colonies" for frail and
convalescent children receive boys and girls beyond the age of 3
who are recommended by school physicians. At the "colonies"
regular instruction is given under the supervision of the Minister
of Public Instruction to the children who are of school age. As an
aid for teachers in the regul4r elementary schools the association
has issued illustrated notebooks on personal hygiene for school
children. The books emphasize important health habits and en-
list the children's interest /in the selection of wholesome foods, in
tooth brushing, bathing, 'and other matters of personal hygiene.
Demonstrations of child care in the welfare centers are open to
boys and girls of adolescent age, and these demonstrations are
supported by classes in the theory of child development.

54568*--86-8
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Success of the work ¡has been measured in terms of the reduced
moriality rate for infants and young children and in the growing
knowledge about child development among the people b9th in the

4,

city and in rural areas.
Schools for children from 3 to 6.--Kindergártpns or Ecole Çardi-

_ ennes [66] are provided throughout Belgium by the several com-
munes for children from 3 to 6 years of age or to ihe local school-

b. entrance age. The financial-support of these schools comes from
the local authorities with grahts from the Government when a
stipulated number of children are enrolled. In a commune of less
than 1,000 there must be 20 children in order to organize a kin-
dergarten. A commune with more than 1,000 people inust have
30 children in the original enrollment, and when the average ato
tendance reaches 40 a second class may be organized.

The program of the kindergartens is integrated with that for the
first school grades. The curricula and tnethods of teaching em-
phasize both social and physical development as well as intellect--'
tual growth. The law requires free medical inspection for each
child, which includes a physical examination on entrance and a
general inspecticin of all children in the classes each month. For
each child the school officials'maintain a personal and a family
history as a permanent record fór their central offices.

z

HUNGAItif

Following the World War, protective Work for mothers and
childrip below the age of 3 was entrusted by the Government of
Hungary to the Stephania National Association [37] . For children
3 to 6 years of age the cities of Hungary have maintained kinder-
gartens 12 sin& 1841. At the present time those interested in the
education of young children would like to see the enforcement of
a law making attendance at nursery-kindergartens compulsory for
children- whose parents cannot give the necessary care and
guidance.

The Skphitnia National Association.--Annual subventions for the
support of the work of this associathip are given by the Govern-
ment and by municipal authorities. Contributions are also given
by individuals Apd private organizations, and a small income
results from the hospital and institutional services offered by the
association. The subveiiiions from the local authorities are
administered locally and all other funds are administered by the

u See appendix, p. 88.
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central administration. With a bovernment subside in 1932.
less than that for 1931 there was ari increase in the contribution
from local authorities and in the contributions from pr;vate
sources.- The budget for 1933 approximated 4 million pengö,
of $800,000 at the preseht rate of exchange. About two-
thirds of this amount came from Government and local public

4authoritiçs ,f38} .

Three objectives set for the association are: (1) to convince
society of the importance of protecting mothers and infants; (2) to
disseminate information in order to combat ignorance and super.-
stition which are the chief causes of infant moitality in Hungary;
ind (3) to restore the morale of the people--"The ethical,
rligious, and 'patriotic sentimént"---shatter)ed by the World War
and the ecronomic crisis.

The actire iervice of -the. association is carried on through
branch organizations. They supervise dispensaries, milk kitchens,
maternity 'and infant hospitals, nurseries, and day nurseries.'

In the 10-year 'period 1923-33 the rate of infant mortality
for the whole country was reduced from 18.6 percent to 13.9
percent, ind for the infants coming especially under the protection
of the -asiociation's facilities, from 9.8 to 8 percent. There has
also been a decline of 50 percent in the mortality of children from
3 to 6 years of age during the 19 years of the associatiok's work.

The association publishes instructional materials on the care of
young children and, maintains a reference and circulating library
of films, books, architecturaLdesigns for nurseries, diet kitchens,
etc.

The association also gives special courses of instruction. The
- state nursing school is conducted by the association. Courses and

practical work in the care of mothers and children and in nutri-
dot for infants are offered for physicians in cooperation with the
committee for the postgraduate training of physicians. Students
from the training school for infant-school teachers are given a 2
months course in principles of hygiene and in the care of infants
and young children below kindergarten age. Spetial courses
and etfieriences in ihe dispensaries and nurseries are also offered
to the association of °Girl Scouts, to the school for little mothers,
and to the school for factory nurses.

The Budapest emergency nursery schools. The difficulties of the
present crisis have necessitated mors care for young children from
3 years of age to school entrance and also a different type of daily
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_program than the regular kindergartens have provided. In
Budapest the Save the Childret International Union, working
under the control of the Ministry of Public Inst;ruction and in
cooperation with the local public-school officials, has opened six
emergency nursery schools to meet the current needs of young
children.

For sonic of there nurseries the municipal authorities have con-
tributed the use of roonis in public-school buildings and in munic-
ipal dwellings for people of small incomes. They have also given
the use of land adjacent to the buildings which has been converted
into playgrounds. In some instanges the authorities have pro-
vided fuel for kindergarten rooms located outside the publicly
owned buildings. Salaries for part of the staff for these nursery
schools are paid by the municipal school authorities and additional
funds for salaries and other expenses of the project have beeni
contributed 1-3y the Save the Children International Union and by
other intern'ational and local organizations. Only those teachers
are einployed who meet standards of training established by- the
State. , di
, The program follOwed in these emergency schools is setting Rew
standards for the public-school kindergarten work. This is espe-
cially evident in the methods of teaching, in the inclusion of parent
education in the program, in the equipment, in the extension of
the program from a half to a full day, and in routine proc, es to
help the children develop habits of personal hygiene. of
the Budapest ,public schools recognize the válues in the newer
methods of t'each4ag and encourage these experiments in the,

followr regular public-school work and their progress with the
greatest interest. At the request of these school officials, demon-
strations of teaching techniques, including parents', meetings, have
been given in the emtrgency schools for the bénefit of kindergarten

`. teachers and of students from the city training school for teachers.
One of the few instances of preparental education observed in

the European schools is carried on in Budapest in the work schools
of the Save the Children International Union and those for
delinquent girls, where one of the emergency nursery schots is
located. The girls assist with the care of the children and the
rooms and help to tierve the dinners and suppers. They are given
special guidance in the educational aspects of this work, which
helps to equip them both for marriage and family lie and as
mothers' helpers.

.1=1.
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Other influences of these emergency schools were apparent in
neighborhood gardens and playgrounds planned for young
children and in the children's homes. The gardens and play-
grounds were especially valuable in the neighborhood of the
abandoned war stoi-e barracks to which destitute families have
gone for housing. The orderliness, cleanliness, and joyous regime
maintained for the thildren in the emergency school is changing
the standards of living in the children's homes.

During the winter of 1934-35 the delegate of the Save the
aildren International Union was requested to extend her work
by organizing kindergartens, similar to the emergency nursery
schools, in rural areas outside of Budapest. The work has been
done under the local committees of the Hungarian Red Cross,
which expects each school to become the center of welfare work in
the communities and villages and tó raise the level of hygiene and
social life among the people. It is anticipated that each kinder-
garten will become self-supporting. Seven such kindergartens are
now functioning, with a program adapted from those used in the
city but adjusted to the hygienic and social needs of the people'
living in the country.

The following qUotation from a report by the director of these
programs indicates the objectives for the work:

Present economic and social conditions have seriously af-
fected family life. The modern home no longer offers the
atmosphere of Peace which is necessary for the normal develop-
ment of the young. * * Every effort must be made- to
prevent the small child, which its mother can no longer prop-
erly care for, from .being unduly neglected. * * Child
welfare takes insufficient account of children over 3, yet
it is between 3 and 6 years that the child is most keenly re-
ceptive to what may -be styled the "family crisis." At this
time the intellectual faculties are developing rapidly and the
child needs sympathy and understanding. A substitute for
the disorganized home is indeed a nursery school, but not of
the old-fashioned kind, which.merely gave a foretaste ofschool
'proper. Modern nurtervf schools that 'hake up for home de-
ficiencies are still vary rare even in the most progressive
countries; and where they exist, they are practicallyrnever
obligatory. A law on the subject is much needed, making the
nursery school just as compulsory as the elementary school for
all children whose parents cannot look after them.

Another task for the nursety school that is really quite as
important is ttie education of the parents. For this reason a
nursery-school teacher should also be trained in social work.
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Her dealings with the children enable her to visit homes andgive her opportunities for doing invaluable work among ,parents and relatives.From L'Education de la PremiereEnfance, Union Internationale de Secours gux Enfants,Genéve.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Municipal responsibility for preschool children.--:Czechoslovakia has. 'placed the official responsibility for the health, care, and educa-tion of young children with municipal or lopal district schoolauthoritiest As yet the nurseries and kindergartens are not re-garded as a part of the elementary-school system which is sup-ported by the National Go-avernment and which provides for chil-dren both in the cities and irisrural areas during the compulsoryschool ages of 6 to 14. Protective work for the health and welfareof the youngest children and their mothers is aided by theNational Association for Protection of Mothers and Childhood [71.Under the municipal educational authorities of the city ofPrague the nurseries_ and kindergartens receive children from 6weeks to 6 years of age. The division of kindergartens supervisesthe educational work of These classes and the helth care is givenby the school phAkians under the city health department.This plan of administration provides opportunity for continuityin the health care, in the development of habits and skills, -and inthe parents' cooperation with the educational and health authori-ties that might not be so assured if authority for the different agegroups were divided.;%Experimental programs are conductedto unify the work of the kindergartens with that in the publicelementary grades.
:414; The nurseries are for children from 6 weeks to 3 years of age andare divided into groups by age of the children served; the babiesfrom 6 weeks to a year and a half are in one group where they arecared for by nurses, and 10 are required before a class is opened.The others, to 3 years of age, are tinder the care and guidance ofnursery workers; 15 children arc required to organe a group.The kindergartais enroll children 'from 3 to 6 years of age, withgroups of 30 to 40 children. AttendV= is free to all children,but if space is limited the preference is given to children who donot haye proper supervision and guidance at home'.:f For the current year, 1934-35, Prägue is maintaining 86 kinder-garten and nursery schools in which there are 460 kindergartenand 69 nursery classes. The budget for this program for the cur-
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rent year amounts to 13,453,057 KC, approximately $670,000
at the current rate of exchange.

Programs of work.*-The kindergarten and nursery day is custom-
arily from 8 to 11:30 in the morning and from 2 to 4 in the after-
noon for 6 days a week, with two free afternoons. When parents
are employed outside the home the children are cared for from
7 in the morning until 6 in the evening. The food costs for needy
children for daily dinner and supper are met by the state, which
maintains a system of relief work for 3 days a week for unemployed
peoplei With the wages for this work a weekly allowance of 10
K6 is made for the food of each child in the family.

As part of their experimental worle the kindergarten teachers
are now using the first draft dt new individual records for the
kindergarten children. These records include a detailed per-
sonal history for the child; 'a record of the physical examinations;
a family or social history; a "pedagogical" record covering in
detail such abilities as muscular coordination, details about the
child's sense of rhythm, skill in dramatizations, his sociability, his
ability to recognize shapes and sizes, to estimate distances, to
recognize individual numbers and groups of numbers, colors, and
sounds, and to know the names and the uses of a variety of objects
customarily found in every home. Individual teachers also devise
informal records through, which they note the prgress of the
children, and mane of these records act in the guise of the tests
comnonly used in the United States, although none pf them are
standardized. A stimulus from these records is resultinein a
variety of educational materials, both teacher-made and com-
mercially made. These materials 'both train the children in lan-
guage expression and make them aware of the cháracteristics of
city and country life, of sizes and colois of objects, and of 4ppro-
priate relationships among objicts and in social situations.

Municipal regulations are issued in printed form [4, 5,6] for the
organization and conduct of the kindergartens and nurseries, for
the nutritional program, and for the work of the scVol doctors.
Basic principles of the program are declare.d to .be the assurance
of adequate physical and mental development for young children,
the provision of a teaching staff with adequate qualifications lire-

I scribed by law, and the use of teaching methods prescribed by
educational authorities.

The following quotation from a report of the municipal social
pedagogical service indicates the variety of services provided for

,;
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both younger and older boys 'and girls and suggests a coordination
of the city's programs:

The city now maintains day nurseries, kindergartens, and
day homes; feeds school children, and provides them with
good milk; maintains children's playgrounds and sends chil-
dren out into summer camps in the countu; presents children
with school requisites; contribute/go their tuition fees, and
provides clothing for waifs and strays, orphans, and other
needy ones; pla:ces children out into foster-homes; maintains
an institute for the temporary accommodation of children
who are imperiled or deserted, where they may be examined, and cared for; maintains an orphanage, homes for appren-
tices; maintains or supports various kinds of clinics and dis-
pensaries (for mothers, for those in charge of litde babies,
etc. * 4`): * * maintains children's sanatoria, in-
firmaries, and outdoor schools; places children. in hospitals,
sanatoria, and other media for treatment, sends them to the
seaside for their health; and finds places for them in special
institutions of a social and educational character.

POLAND

A decentralized national program for young children. The task of
organizing national and civic programs of schools and welfare
agencies since Poland obtained her independence in 1918 has
been a tremendous problem that has 1:] -.en magnified during recent
years of economic difficulties [50tviMe Ave does not assume
complete financial responsibility either for welfare programs or
for educational programs for Young children, but the state does
rtain certain supervisory rights for all such programs administ
tered and supported by independent organizations or by the

In spite of this lack of centralized administrative control there
are close-working relationships between the welfare associations
and the schools for preschool children,..±, Edusitional workers,
physical hygienists, relief workers, and administrators of insur-
ance funds are working together for a more effective program.
An eventual coordination of the educationAl programs for all
ages of children from the kindergarten .to the tinivirsity is antki-
pated by the National Ministry of Education* A /stimulus for
beginning the national system of education with children below'
the age of 6 has been given by one of the great Polish educational
leaders, August Cieszkowski, who said: "To organize schools and
not to prepare children beforehand is really to commence before

*
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the beginning. Let education go down (to the very' young) 'and
humanity will be elevated. Let us teach the child to live before
we teach it tc. read [50] ."

The care for childrin below 3.Local welfare organizations are
responsible for the health centers and nurseries provided for the
infants and young children of needy families. Under present
economic difficulties there are several organizations, fiation in
scope, which supply these young children with milk and f
Special subventions to aid thek programs are allotted by both.
State and the municipalities.

To assure adequate equIpment and efficiently administer
programs, the State requires evidence of the financial resources of
owners and sponsors of all privately supported welfare and educa-
tional projects. Another protective measure for young children
which the State has enacted placesia responsibility upon industries
which employ women. Factories and other industries employing
a hundred women are required by law to maintain a hursery for. tle

children below 3 years of age.
Municipal kindergartens.Kindergartens for children from 3 or

4 to 7 years of age are provided both in- cities and villages by
district or municipal school authorities and by such State and
social societies as The Military Family, The Police Family,
The Union of Civic Work for Women, and The State Tobacco
Monopoly [49] . Supervisors of kindergartens are provided by the
municipal department4 of education.44ketrenchments throughoilt
Poland caused a decrease 13 of approximately 11 percent in the
total number of schools and 19 percent in the enrollment of chil-
dren between sthe years 1931 and 1933 [51]. Despite this retrench-
ment, the importance of these kindergarteRs in helping to
counteract the bad effects of undernourishment and of crowded
condions in the homes under the present economic situation is
being increasingly recognized [54].
:file kindergarten school day is from 9 till 3, and both dinner and
an afternoon lunch are served. For ,the children of unemployed
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and needy families this food is served without cost. Special
arrangements are mack for the children's daily supervised
sleep.

Though the kindergarten age range is customarily from 4 to 7,
there are instances where children of 3 in needy families are
enrolleck& The age distribution for cliildren in the kindergartens
of Warsaw in October 1933 was as follows: 3 to 4 years old, 6.5
percent, 4 to 5, 20.8 percent; 5 to 6, 31.5 percent; 6 to 7, 38.3
percent; 7 and over, 2.9 percent. .

Approximately 10 to 12 percent of the eligible children in the
cities of Warsaw and izdz are enrolled in the public kindergartens.
These kindergartens are sometimes housed with the elementary
schools, sometimes in separate buildings and, recently, they are
being organized in adjusted apartments of some of the housing
schemes for needy people.

One of the constructive forcesin the educational work of Poland
is the National Teachers Association. The preschool section of
this association stimulates educational work ind disseminates
information ugh a professional journal. Through this
organization under the direction of the kindergarten super-
visors of the municipal schools the teachers are developing
curricula, teaching, and testing materials. .

The teaching methods emphasize freedom of self-expression for
the children with special attention upon the fine arts and dancing
which are characteristic activities of the Nation: They also aim
to develop an alert awareness of the social and industrial aspects
of life. A plan for classroom arrangement is designed to help

. these teaching methods. One kindergarten in Warsaw, enrolling
four groups of children, with 25 to 30 in a group has set up four
classr'ooms for different types of activities. The largest room is
devoted to physical activitiesdancing, rhythms, and games; a
second room is iet up for reading and picture books; inother for
drawing and painting; and the fourth for construction work. The
children go to the room for the' work they need or in which they
are particularly interested and a teacher is in charge of each type
of activity. Records which are kept of the children's choice of
activities and of their achievements help the teachers to guide
the children's work. A somewhat similar idea is embodied in the
kindergarten rooms in another city, Lodz. 'The kindergartens
are housed in thc eleme'ntary school buildings and, though there
is not so much floor space here as in the separate buildings in
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.Warsaw, the rooms are set up with speciahactivity sections or
corners.

Educational materials designed by teachers and produced both
by the teachers and by commercial concerns are prepared to
develdp a keen sense of discrimination in the children for form,
color, number, size, and for appropriate rclationships between
types of activities carried on in cities contrasted with those in
farm life, between furniture appropriate to activities in different
rooms in the home, between animals, birds, and people and their
types of homes and kinds of food.

There are two main objectives for the kindergartenseduca-
tional and social.

. As far as education is colncerned the modern kindergar-tenby means of warmth, light, air,' by alternate change of
movement and rest, by order, proper feeding, cleanliness,
sufficient quantity of toys and means to play, by the pos-
sibility for work in accordance with capacities and wishes,
by the possibility of revealing one's strength in common plays
with children of the same age, by getting used to a regulated
life of children's society with its requirements which are so
well undersjoqd by childrenis creating new possibilities of
the joyful existence of a child in an atmosphere of warmth,
animation, and freshness: In a kindergarten 'well organized
in respect to education th5,re is no place for the tension of
adults' life; there exists i6 danger of the necessity to have
the free vividness of the child made subordinate to the
requirements and needs of adults' life [49] . .

O
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HOUSING THE SCHOOLS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

General building standards. There are certain general, suindards
for buildings in which the schools'for young children ate 'housed
which most of the European countries set up as their goal. One
of these standards is exposure to obtain a maximum of sunshine,
light, and air. Another is adequate space for the different activi-
tiesfor work 'and play both indoors and outdoors, for sleeping,
for the preparation of food, and for toilets and lavatories. In the
maintenance of the buildings there is 'usually an immaculate
orderliness and housekéeping, a meticulous care that requires, in
some instances, that visitors use carpet slippers over their shoes;-

14 There is no one plan for housing the schools for these *children
below compulsory school age. Some schools are in èspecially
designed buildings; others are rebuilt residences located near the
children's homes; otheis are in the apartment buildings for
workerseither in adapted apartments or in quarters designed/ especially for them; and others are in public elementary school
buildings.

There is a tendency in some countries to look upon the building
standards for the younger children as developing suggestions for
the elementary public-school buildings. For example, the open-
air type of building used for the nursery sçhools in England and in
Scotland has been applied to some of the newer elemeritary school
buildings.

.--There is less in common among the countries in the
equipment provided than in the school buildings. The majority
pay meticulous attention to the children's indMdual equipment
of towels, tooth brushes, bibs and aprons, and the boxes for their
own hand work and drawings, and to the marking of each child's
equipment with an identifying symbol or picture. In all countries
the equipment for handwashing, bathing, and toileting is care-
fully prggidadribiat the custom in the United States of making sure
that such equipment can be controlled by individual children is
frequently not the case abroad: The ingenious tanka of water

34
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used in many buildings where running water is not available, and
the wash stands in the city schools of some of the countries, are
fitted with faucets for the children tis) control. In others the water
control is fitted for adults only and the lavatories arranged for the
simultaneous use of a group of children, limiting the possibility of
training in self-dependence.

Play material in some countries is limited in variety and requires
fine muscular coordination. In other countries there is a variety
of toys, games, and 'construction materials that challenge the
children's interest 'and cause no strain when using them. Eng-
land, Scotland, and the Soviet Union have developed a vaiiety of
playground apparatus thai is lacking in the outdoor equipment of
othe:r countries.

Each country has defined certain goals for the sclioolenviron-
ment. These goals are included in the summaries of the objectives
and standards in the descriptions which follow.

AUSTRIA

"Give to the child beaúty Mid joy
Childhood impressions li* forever."

The municipality of Vienna offers through the Vienna Munici-
pal Kindergarten Program 14 a sunny home and a loving, help-
ing hand to those children in need of care. One of the kinder-
garten buildings in Sandleiten, a suburb of Vienna, has been
built to provide for 210 needy children living in the municipui
apartment dwellings [VRequirements for admission are: (1)
Both parents are employed; (2) there are bad housing conditions
at home; (3) there are bad sotial conditions endangering die
physical and mental development of the child.

The school program begins at 7 in the morning and- continues
until 6 in the evening. Consequently, provisions for the prepa-
ration and serving of food and for aftertioon naps are necessary.
To provide a life comparable to family life children are not
customarily segregated into age groups, so adjustments in size
of equipment suited for children from 3 to 6 are requifed for
each group. To guard against contagion it is necessary to prp-

14 The Municipal Youth Welfare Department has been entrusted with the management
of the kindergartens by the town council. This is one of the municipal aloes dealing with

Public welfare workers reoommend to district child welfare centers the
whom they find through home visits who are in need of kindergarten life. Vacancies
may be filled by the kindergarten director among other children applying for ad

minion. The egee admitted are from 3 to 6 with owattionally 2-year-old children. Fees
are charged which are reduoed or waived when economic conditions of the family require it.
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vide for small groups of children: 22 if there is a group of chil-dren less than 3 years of age and 30 children from 3 to 6 withan average attendance of possibly 27. To balance the day'sactivities there is plenty of outdoor play space in sunshine andfresh air. To these requiremen4 there has been added the needof an atmosphere expressive of joy and happiAess. The buildir;g
was planned to meet the requirements. The entrance hall isdecorated with- gay murals showing children at play and withgay flower designs on the supporting pillars.

The building faces south and each playroom has its own sun
* porch. The toilet rooms, doctòr's room, staff rooms, kitchen,and dressing rooms are on the north side of the building.

Dressing rooms are partitioned from the halls by wire fencingsto allow plenty 6f air; special hooks and lockers are provided fdrshoes and clothing. Each chiles locker, bathroom equipment,and bed carries his individual identification mark; his playclothes correspond in color with the scheme of decoration inhis playroom and with the Colored design on the playroom door.Furniture in the playrooms is enameled- and easily washed.Shelves for play equipment are within easy reach of the child.The sleeping cots are woven wicker mats raised about 6 inchesfrom the floor at the head and 3 at the foot, and they are 'easilywashed.
Outdoor play space; designed for the groups of 30 childrenare fenced off) from each other with green hedges. They havehard play surfaces but no stationary or movable play apparatus.Toilets a4d shower baths arc placed near the playgrounds. Inthe middle of the group oft:playgrounds is a wading pool, slopingfrom 4 to 28 inches in depth. Covered terraces for outdoor playin rainy weather face the garden from the front of the building.

POLAND

A majority of the preschools in Warsaw are located in rented
buildings, with a minority housed in the regular elenientary
schools. This does nest imply a policy of segregation since thelack of buildings for the compulsory schbols has been a problemof m#jor consideration since Poland obtained her independence.
Furthermore, the new State educational policy aims to make theeducational program of Poland a unit from the kindergarten tothe university.
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Building standards.Standard
garten having three groups of
journal of the preschool section
tion Pi. The dimensions are

Workrooms . 48 nil
Playroom . . . . 85 nil
Kitchen 15 ml
Pantry 1 ml
Storage of cots. 6 ms

room requirements for a kinder-
40 children are- described in the
of the National Teachers Associa-
given in square meters:15

Lavatory 20 1112

Toilet 12 MI
Hall 15 nil
Closets, offices fo'r the di-

rector and physician, and
servant'S rooms.

Among the specifications given are the following:
There shall be southern exposure; windows shall extend

from the ceiling to law sills.
Ventilation must be assured for all rooms, especial,vt-ila-

don is needed for the closets where cots are stored.
In the construction of the building there shall be certain

hygienic provisions 'which include rounded cornices and
corners, a cement wainscoting on the walls, proper drainage
for bathroom floors, toilets shall be separated by woo4en par-
titions, lavatories shall have-several doors and be accessible
from all sides.

Certain details concerned with permanent equipment in-
clude the following: Door knobs within reach of the children,
linoleum floor covering (preferred), wash stands serving many
children at one time are to be installed and the water control
is to be accessible only to adults, in addition there are to be
installed some individual wash stands, shower baths, and
separate foot vbs.

Interiòr finish for rooms flooded with light and sunshine
shall be in cool colors such as green or blue and in other
rooms such warm colors are recommended as yellow and,
MSC.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

A need for buildlgs.One of the goals the Soviet Union has set
up for its second 5-year plan is to double the number of children
served by nurseries, nursery school,: s,d kindergartkns in 1932.
This is consistent with the national policies that workers' chil-
dren shall have every opportunity.. possible to be strong and
healthy and to have an education, and that women shall be
free to share in the industrial, social, and administrative life of
the country.

But with a task that involves millions of children the authorities
are faced with a tremendous housing problem. To help provide

u A square meter is equal to 10.764 square feet.
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the buildings and equipment needed, many residences bóth inin the couttry and in the cities have been adaiited to house both %nurseries and kindergartens. Especial safeguards are considered
necessary for the health of infants and the youngest nurserychildren and a program of standardized housing has been' set upfor them by the Commissariat of Health [59].

Housing standards for nurseries and nursery schools. The essential
requirements for the buildipgs as established by the Commissariatof Health arè based upon the welfare and education needs of thechildren and upon a necessary and desiràble economy. The
requirements include the following: -

General plans.In constructing new buildings simplicity andeconomy are fundamental. At the same time it is necessaryto comply with all requirements ofessential physifal hygieneand child development. The standArdization of a barrack.

type of building is economical in the amount of time re-quired for building and in cost and will help meet the cug-rent demands for nursery buildings at the different industrialand agricultural projects. These buildings may be con-structed in units and new ones added as they are needed.The physical plant must be adequately planned to facili-tate-the work of the staff and help improve the quality ofthe work they do.
Since the nurseries are replacing the physical cAre andeducation of the home they have a greater responsibility forthe life and health of the children and high standards ofhygiene must be maintained. Also the health of the_ chil-dren must be assured so as to increase the efficiency 'and thenumber of working days of the mother.The nursery must be so situated an4,so equipped as tominimize the amount of time needa for the mothers toleave their work to nurse the s ies.
Facilities must include adeq te preparation for a 24-hourday program for the children. This will accommodateparents who are employed on any one ofthe working shiftsof the project with which the nursery is connected.All new technical achievements are to be utilized in the&Instruction of the buildings so as to permit the best use ofsuch natural factors for the child's. halth as sun, air, andwater.'
The capacities of purseries will be determined by the num-ber, of women workers employed. The most advantageousnumber of childreii to plan for is from 100 to 150 dividedinto groups of 15.
With a large enrollment the children may be grouped 1:ages: For 3 groups to 12 months, 12 to 24) months, ov&
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28 'months; for 4 groups to 6 Months, 6 to 1 0, and 2
older groups.

With the present shortage of trained teachers it is con-
sidered an advantage to have a large number of children
since a minimum staff of trained workers can supervise and
guide the work with assistance fr'Om untrained or probation-
al* workers.

Since physicians are responsible for the health care of 100
children this can be done more economically in one center
than to have the physician travel from unit to unit.

With a large enrollment more adequate isolation facilities
are justified.

Three floors for buildings caring for large enrollments are
considered inefficient for purposes of administration and
undesirable for children.

A possible disadvantage of the large buildings is the dis-
tance they may be from the ho served. On this accountlair units in rural areas are "not d.

Exposure.The children's rooms must face south, southeast,
southwest, east, or West, according to climatic conditions.
Service rooms face north. Light shall be direot with large
window panes. The ratio of window glass to floor space
shall be one-fifth to one-sixth in the children's rooms and
one-eighth in the service quarters.

Decorations.Light colors are considered best but should be
adapted to the exposure: Cool colors for rooms with southern
exposure and warm colors for northern- exposures. The
color effects on the nervous system' "excitement" from'
red, orange, and yellow, and "com e" rom green, blue,
and violet.

Room reguirements.For evh group of 15 children, there shall
be a separate entrance, reception and dressing rooms, an
inspection room (1 such room may be used feir 2 groups of
children or Zrooms for 3 groups), an isolation room, a play-
room, sleeping room, bathroom, and porch. The estimated
space per child is 4m2 in the playroom. Service quarterscon-
nected dire0y with the children's unit include a staff room,
dining room office and physician's room, linen,robms, sup-
ply room; laundry, kitchen, and toilet. Adjustments in
these standards are to be made according to the numbers of
children to be enrolled and to reconstructed buildingt.Heat.It is necessary to maintain a heat of 65 to 70 degrees

, Fahrenheit. Stoves or central heating are to be provided.
Playyard.Not less than 50 to 60 square meters of well-drained

sunny space should be provided for each child. Bigger lots
are preferred but canlardly be expected since city planners

_ are now complaining because of the large ainount of availa-
ble space alrea4y allocated to nuiseries. Each group should
have an individual play space. The playground must have
64558°-46-4
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grass plots ihd hard dirt plots for, getting dinner tables, for
hand-washing equipment, and for toilet pots; play space forrunning and marching and apparatus for climbing; an

Th earth mound 4% feet high, gravel paths, and play facilities
with sand and water. Adjustments in equipment are needed ,..1/
according to ages of the children.

The building of a model nursery.--There is a demonstration of the
building standards in a "basic" or experimental institute con-
nected with a factory which operates frdm 6 in the morning until
11 :30 in the evening. There are two shifts of children to be'
served because the factory runs two shifts, one., from 7 in the
morning until 3 in the afternoon,. and 'the other from 3 in the
afternoon until 11 in the evening. If the parent is on the morning
shift and wishes to carry on studies" at the university after her
work is through at 3 in the afternoon, she may leave her child inthenursery for the rest of the day. Under certain circumstances
she may leave him there for the 24 hours and take him home
only for the "day off"every sixth day.

There are eight units, four on each floor, and each has a separate
entrance. Upon entrance each -child is examined by a nurse
after ti9it mother bas undressed him. If there is no physical
difficufty the child at once enters the dressirig toom, where he
pnts on his play clothes. If there is any suggestion of physical
difficulty, he is placed in an isolation room to see whether he shall
be transferred to the infirmary connected With the factory, or
whether he will be kept in the isolation room in the anticipation
that he will join the group of children the following day. To this
same exámination room the mothers come at stated periods to
nurse their young chifdrini. As a matter of education for them,
there is an exhibit of education* 'toys in this room and on the
wali colored posters depict the activities of the day's program for
children at different ages. During these periods t4lks are aLso
given to the mothers on the care of their thildren.

The rooms for each of the four age groups of children include the
isolation room, bathing room, and the playroom in which the
children both play and ,have their meals, acid a sleeping room.
The bathing rooms are equipped with a central bath with running
water and a central disgosal basin, cabinets holding individual
chambprs for the children itpd individual racks for their towels
and toilet equipmCnt. Each playro.om is equipped according to
the age &the child. For the youngest children a play tray_ is

4

.
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raised to a height to make- it easy for an adult to stand and play
with the child. It is surrounded with a fence for protection, and
equipped with crosspieces so that the children can pull them-
selves up, and with colored toys with which they can play or
toward Which they can reach. For the toddlers a fenced-in play
sectiQn of the room is arranged with a cabinet of toys, and there is
also a "mountain" or platform with low treads for the steps lead-
ing to it and an inclined ramp down to the floor. Special feeding
tables re designed with sliding seats which carry the child into
an open segment in the side of die table which prevent&his falling
out of the chair and literally surrounds him with table and eating
equipment.

At theliead of the "institute" there is a physician with a ahead
nurse who acts as the assistant in charge of experimental work.
For each utlit of 15 to 20 children there are 2 experienced nurses,
with the part-time assistance of a third nurse, and 2 maids.

An adapted residence for a model kindergarten.An experimental
kindergarten of the People's CommIssariat of Education is housed
in a dwelling adapted to the children's program. The 60 children
from 3 to 8 years of age are divided into four groups, and each
group room is equipped with instructional materials and with
racks carrying the children's individual towels and soap. Running
water is confined to central toilets and the kitchen. The substi-
tute for running water in the group rooms is a tank having
a faucet which is hung against the.wall and a washstand placed

'a below it.
The arrangement of ,the play space around the house gives ah

interesting variety of occupations for the children and provides
for the care of play materials and for outdoor play in wet and
sunny weather. The yard about the house i surrounded by a
high wooden fence. At the back, screened by bushes, is a table
with benches, and small gardens. On the other side of the screen
of bUshes is a large sand bed. `Against the fence on the side of
the yard is a storage shed for wood, another for the children's
garden tools, and a roofed-over play shelter. In the open space
of the yard there is apparatus for jumping, a modified type of
junglegym, a six-sided climbing ladder. with different heights in
each section; a climbing platform, and a sand table arranged like
an open. horseshoe to stimulate social play. At the time of the
visit to the school, the children played 'in both small and large
groups, many of them chanted and sang as they climbed on the

.
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apparatus, and there was a coinfortable and 'active freedom aboutthe play.
THE NETHERLANDS

A day-nursery building.The newest of the buildings which housesthe six' nurseries of the Amsterdamsche Vereeniging Tot Instand-houding van Kinderbewaarplaatsen is planned to give full daycare to 100 children. The building is in a district of municipalhousing for low-salaried workmen and Peceives the children ofmothers employed outside the home. An elementary schoolhaving three kindergartens is within walking distance."The building faces west and the wings of thee building allowcross ventilation and sunshine in all the children's rooms. A playcourt occupies the sPace between the wings, and a roof extendingover one section of this play court provides for outdoor play inrainy weather. There is no organizéd playgrounci outside thehouse. The children's rooms are assigned by agesinfants inone room with -an adjoining bathroom; play and sleeping roomsand toilets for the children.1 to 3 and those 3 to 7, the playroomfor the older children having. nearly double the space providedfor the toddlers.
Wraps, storage for baby carriages, and thé bicycles of parentsand attendants, a room where mothers come to nurse their infants,and the director's office are all near the entrance door. Thesecond fl'Ioor is designed for staff living quarters and linen rooms.The walls are cream-colored and the trim a bright color;curtains are of neutral color With bright bands corresponding tothe trim and the small tables and chairs are re4. Linoleumcovers the playroom floors.

A public-school kindergarten.The ki sergarten rooms foçchildren from 3 to 7 in the public ele se tary school near thepursery just described are planned for two daily sessions for thesame groups of children. No plans are made to serve mid-daydinners to the children. For 'the three group rooms there is asupplementary playroom. A sunny playground devoted entirelyto these children can be entered from any one of the group roomsor from the playroom. Bushes hedge the playground and the
" Nurseries and kindergartens are provided for the young children of the Netherland&Nurseries are operated by private organ1zatio4which eustomarily receive subsidies from themunicipaljties. Kindergartens receiving children from 34 tfro 64 are saber part of the public-school system with complete support from themunicipality or are privately controlled andoften receive a municipal subvention.' Fees are charged in both private and public kinder-gartens in keeping with the parents' resources.
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The .dherlands: The enclo.ed play-court of a nursery enrolling children under 7 years uf uge.
(See pHie

Auslria: Paths lead from this central bathing pool of the Sandleiten kindergarten to five play-
grounds used by different group a children. Terrucm on the building are used for wipe.
sun boths, and play periods.

(See Pow 36.)
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C:eduashrthskta: Space, light, and fresh air are characteristic of this nur.ery-kinilergartenThe light-weight wicker pallets ran IN. stored in a small spam.
(See page '13.)

England: Bath equipment of the Princeville Nursery Sehoul in Bradford which enrolls childrenfrt..n 2 tu 8.
(See page 41.)
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children play in class groups; Sand pits are the only permanent
equipment in the playground.

Within the building the dominant novelty is the color decoration.
Gay, daring, and harmonious colors are used for the woodwork.
In the playrooms the doors and the mouldings of the trim around
doors, windows, and baseboard are Ricked out in morning-
glory colors shading from pinks into violets. Each playroom has
its individual color scheme:----bright clear blues and greens, yer-
lows and violets, and sometimes more colors combined to give
gaiety and light. Clear glass botdes fille0 with colored water are
placed in windows facing the corridors or facing north exposure
with the evident purpose of simulating light.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

A nursery-kindergarten building.There are several new buildings
in the city of Prague which hóuse the groups of nursery children
and the kindergartens for children from 3 to 6. One such building
visited is a 2-story and basement type. It serves children from
families having moderate and low incomes and consequeritly the
equipment includes bathing arrangements and facilities for the
preparation of noon lunches. (See cover picture.) 4

The pAncipal's office and reception room are near the en-
trance. The playrooms are entered from the well-lighted cor-
ridors and', by a series of connecting doorways, three rooms may
be thrown into one long room or separated into smaller-group
rooms. On the second floor a classroorri is converted into a corn-
bination áuditorium and playroom.

The windows, glass doors, and glass partitions accent the light
and sunshine. Racks and hooks in the toilet room provide for
individual equipment. For the children's protection the radiators
in this room are installed on the w4lls above the height of the
children.

In the basement there is a fully equipped kitchen where the
children's dinners are prepared by a staff of cooks and assistants.
There is also a well-planned shower foom. Dressing cubicles are
against the walls. The central part of the floor is lowered about
6 inches where the children stand under water sprays. A nAtron
is in charge of the bathroom and supervises the "helpers" to
make sure the children are independent of adult help. Gardens
and an outdoor play yard complete the equipment.

1
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GREAT BRITAIN
School objectives and pudding standards.In outlining buildingneeds for nursery schools, a group of teachers declared that itis premature: to -assume any dogmatic attitude as to what planis ideal; and recognized that needs may arise to modify theplans to include provisions for the "nursery" and "infant

classes"--children for 'whom a more formal tYpe of ,program isat present carried onso -as to help incorporate the three intoone continuous program. The objectives of nursery schooleducation as stated in the report of the consultative committee[9] include the following:

(1) To provide healthy external conditiotis for the childrenlight, sunshine, space, and fresh air.(2) To organize a healthy, happy, regular life for thechildren, as well as continuous medical supervision.(3) To assist each child to form for himself wholesomepersonal habits.
(4) To give opportunity for the exercise of the imaginationand the development of manx, interests, as well as skillof various kinds.
(5) To give experiences ai community life on a smallscale, where children of similar as well ,as varying ageswork and play with one another day by day.(6) To achieve a real unit with the home life.

Essentials for the building plans which would help 'beet thenurs'ery school objectives include the following [14, 19]:
Rooms adapted for a maximum enrollment -of 35 childrenof varying ages between 2 and 5.
Layatories and toilets planned as a part of each unit.An ample site to provide for the building, for gardensand for playground space; a minimum of 900 square yardsfor 100 children, 2,083 square yards has been found to beample space; the site should be close to the children'shomes,
The building should face south, be "open-air", 1-storiedwith uninterrupted atcess to the garden. It should haveverandas at least 6 feet wide to take the place of draughtycorridors as a means of connecting the rooms. Theseverandas should have glass roofs. They must. be placedwith due consideration for protection from storm windskohl the southweest. There should be ample ventilation forthe rooms and under the floors, and heating systems shouldprovide an even temperature of 55° to 600 near the floor ofthe rooms in the coldest weather. Folding doors or "barndoors" with upper and lower portions divided separately

.
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arc desirable and doors openini(to the outside should be
placed below floor level to prevent draught.

Rooms required ill a school designed for 160 to 200
chifdren; a room for e`ach 40 children approximately 40 by
25 feet for play, sleep, meals; isolation room; cloak room;staff room and toilet; director's office and parents' waiting
room., kitchen, pantry, storeroom, and laundry.

Room arrangement: Cloakroom, bath, and toiletrooms
should adjoin playrooms and be so planned that children
can pass conveniently from one to the other on arrival.The kitchen and pantry should be on the cool side of the
building and away from cloakrooms.

For 40 children there should be 4 toilets orvarying heights
with flushing chains long enough to enable the children to
manipulate them; 1 0 wash basins, 1 4, 17, and 20 inches
high; 1 sink bath and dressing room. Fixed sink baths
should be at least 14 inches deep and 33 inches from the
ground; shower baths are desirable. Individual pegs
should be arranged for towels and other equipment 12
inches.apart and from 30 to 36 inches high.

Tim playground should be paved with material that
dries quickly; should have grass plots, flower beds with a
paved walk beside them, a sand pile, and sheds for toysand play apparatus. It is also desirable to have a grass
bank, trees, shallow steps, bird bath, garden, plot for vege-
tables, pet hutches, and. garden seats.

Emergency open-air nurseries.The building plans for the emer-
gency open-air nursery have been adjusted to comply with
Government requirements. This has been done in anticipation
that they may be accepted by the Govern'ment for grants in aid.
Recommendations [25] for these emergency schools include
large, well-drained sites; buildings or Adapted residences facing
south; the specifications for ventilation and for play space cor-
respond to those previously summarized.

The construction design used for one of the emergency schools
offers a basic plan 'which may be adapted and adjusted to meet
local needs.and situations. With parents' cooperation much is
being done to make wading pools, terraces with movable
awnings kor"oLiside play, meals and sleep tool and apparatus
sheds, and many homelike and attractive additions at little or no
cost.

Two buildings in Scolland.--A nursery school has recently been
placed in one of the low-cost housing schemes of Edinburgh.
In a four-family house the two tog-floor apartments have been
throWn together ,to form quartets for the nursery school. The

.
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rooms provide a playroom, sun porch, lavatories, and coat
rooms. The small kitchen is adequate for heating the noon
lunch which is delivered from the central kitchen where school
lunches are prepared for the city schools of Edinburgh. The
children's gardens and playground are in the rear and are easily
reached by an outdoor staircase.

Another of the Edinburgh .nursery schools is housed in an
open-air, shelter type of one-story building which is an extension
of a large elementary school building. On the street side of the
nursery school there is a narrow garden protected by a fence
and on the other side the children have access to the school
playground.

HUNGARY

A "barracks" emergency nursery school.Some of the most desti-
tute families in Budapest, most of them former refugees from the
detached areas of Hungary, have moved into abandoned war
store barracks. To serve the children of these families, an
emergency nursery-kindergarten school is housed .in one of the
barracks which has been renovated by, removing the room parti-
tions, painting the interior, and installing needed equipment.There is adequate space for a playroom abd a sleeping room,with a kitchen and toilet rooms at one end of the 1on barrack.The upper walls arid ceiling are whitewashed, and..a mrliite oil
paint is used on the walls to a height that might require frequedt
washing. The two kinds of paint are separited by an attrac-
tive blue stenciled design. The effect of the orderliness, clean-
liness, and gayety of the nursery school room.; is refleaed in moreor less degree in the "rooms" of the barracks from which the
children come. Passing from door to door it is apparent by the
white walls and blue stencil designs and some attempt to provide
box-made furniture that the dwellers have had some contact
with the nursery school.

The organization of the rooms and storage cupboards and the
arrangement of equipment make 'the bCst use of the space and
facilities available. A spirit of joy pervades the play and workwith both-the children aild the parents, and brings a new vision
to the many destitute families served. A fence encloses a smallai

garden in front of the school. Nearby,-a playground and garden
established by the nursery school staff offers additional play space.

e

.
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All the emérgency schools provide individual towels, bibs and

play aprons, cups, and tooth brushes for the children, and they
are carefully marked with individual picture tags to identify the
property of each child. Racks for this equipment are built to
allow proper space for each child's possessions and are adjusted
to the building' in which they are being usedsome are per-
manently installed in wall space and others are movable.
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TEACHERS AND OTHER WORKERS
.

Changing conditions make .new demands on teachers. There is no
evident complacency in the European countries about the staffing
of nurseries, nursery schools, and kindergartens. Current social
conciitions are placing new responsibilities upon *teachers. There
are demands upon the teachers for social work among the chil-
dren's families, for a knowledge of health protection and of foods
and nutrition, and in some _Countries a knowledge of the basic
principles of the political regime which is to be given both to the
parents of the children and to the children. Some of the qualifying
factors that determine the service required of teachers and that also
determine the preservice training of teachers include the following:

(1) The length of the school day.If all or a part of the children
enrolled remain at the school for lunch the teachers' re-
sponsibilities may incluse planning the menus or preparing
and serving the food and will include guiding ihe chil-
dren's habits of hygiene before and after lunch, guiding the
children in learning to serve themselves and to eat regularly,
ancr instructing the parents in food values. The full-day,
or 24-hour, program requires supervision of the children's
naps or night sleep and also a responsibility for the general
and daily super-Vision of the children's health and health
habits.

(2) The location of tht school.Teachers in schools connected
with housing projects for workmen, schools in rural areasor a part of State or collective farm projects, schools con-
nected with health centers, reformatories, or in convales-
cent homes require a knowledge of social-work proceduresand of special techniques in working with children of
low vitality and in need of special behavior guidance.

(3) The ages of clikkiren enrolled: -Variations in the play
equipment, time Programs, types and duration of play
with children below and above the ages of 3 and 6 or 7
demand of the teacher a keen knowledge of child develop-
ment. Attention is especially directed in some countries
to continuity in the educational program for the younger
children on through the upper elementary grades.

'
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(4) Special responsibilities. There is a wide variety in the

responsibilities placed upon teachers. They include parent
education; the training of student teachers and helpers;
experimentation with types of room arrangement and
teaching materials to meet changing ideas of social life;.
making the school a center of general Information about
social aids for destitute and unemployed people and health
aids for frail children; and making the school a community
center for both the children and adults.

The prerequisite for the preparation of teachers for the work
with young children in European countries and the length of
preparation tends to be the same as that for teachers of the
elementary schcials. In Czechoslovakia, England, Hungary,
Poland, and the SoNriet Union especially there are innovations in
the teacher-preparatiori curricula to assist in coordinating the
educational programs for children from 2 or 3 ori through the
compulsory school ages.

England clearly statçs [9] that the teacher for children under
11 Must have as much intelligence and skill and as highly special-
ized a knowledge as does the teacher of older children and
adolescents. The range of knowledge differs, however. ..The*
teachers of young children are not historians and mathematiciaris.
Their knowledge is more in the psychology 9f child growth and
behavior and in the fields of biology and hygiene.

The staff of an English nursery school includes an educationally
trained superintendent, one or more competent teachers with
special qualifications in nursery school work, and a number of
nursery helpers. A nurse is customarily in daily attendance and
a physician gives period¡c examinations.

School "helpers."The "helPers" for both nursery classes and
nursery _schools in England are young girls from 13 to 18 who
have attended scboq6ato the age of 15. Certain local authorities,
however, demand a higher standard 'of preparation for nursery
school "helpers" and require completion of a secondary school
cotre and success in the final matriculation examinations. The
"helpers" are selected for their apparent interest in and skill
with young children and the possible value which their experience
in the nursery school may have upon their future vocation. Zhis
last consideration is to eliminate any possibility of employing die
girls in a "blind alley" occupation. ,The value of the traWng
she receives helps the girl to qualify later as a thildren's Aurse,
welfare worker, or hospital nurse probationer.

_
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In Czechoslovakia there are domestic or "family" schools [67]
for girls where both 1- and 2-yeAr courses are offered in household
management, cookery, care of children, hygiene, etc. 'There is
no thought of:the students qualifying as teachers of young hildren,.
but the graduates are entitled to engage inany of the occupations"
covered by the course. This includes the care of children, and
soine of the gracruates assist in the nursery schools.

In the Soviet Union the teachers are aided by apprentice assist-
ants and by untrained and partially trained nurse maids so that
the ratio of all adults on the staff to children enrolled approximates
1 to 10 or 15.

Three schools offering prclgrams for the preparation of teachers
and related workers for young children that are somewhat unusual
may be suggestive to workers in this country. The first is located
in b a large textile city in Poland oftCn called Poland's
Manch The second is located near Rome and the third is
in Leningr

A schofl t home economics in Poland. The sChool in Lodz is
known as ihe Community Industrial and Home 'Economks
School for Girls and is supported by a privately organized
"association for cilrié service." During the economic difficulties
the school .has offered courses to help women who have been
ccustomed to have servants learn to do their own housework; to

train housemaids; and to prepare people to &slime positions of
responsibility which involve the economics and the management
of establishments dealing with foods, tlothing, and institutional
care. Special courses are offered to kindergarten teachers in
nutrition and the preparation of, foods. These courses have
enabled the teachers to plan menus for the noon meals and to
direct summer camps for young children.

Practical experience inlhe care of young children in nurseries
is a requisite in both the 2- and the 1-year curricula in home
economics. Requirid courses include ethics, civics, political
science, hygiene,.sial economics, budgeting, and accounting.

Italy's "advanced schools for teachers."--In Italy the three advanced
schools of the National Fascist Party (44] give graduate training
to successful rural school teachers, to social .workers, and to
advanced teachers of "domestic scienct." This training is for
the purpose of increasing the knowledge of these teachers and
preparing them to go back into rural communities, into social
work. connected with- the industries, or i4to tht schools of home-
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mang with an enlarged point 'of vjew, with additional infor-
mation and the definite purpose of improving the living conditions
of the Italian people and of inculcating a better understanding of
Fascism. The students enrolled are under 30 years of age. The
courses run far 10 months and those for rural teachers and social
workers include preparation for sfvork with young children.

Those enrolling in the division of rural education are recom-
mended by officials from the Ministry of Education as successful
and promising teachers. ThVtate meets all costs of the training
and tiolds the teachers' positions open, for their return. Fees are
charged for the courses in social work afid home economics.

The school for rural teachers is situated on a farm about 10
miles from Rome. The main building contains laboratories and
classrooms on the first floor with dormitories on the second floor
for the 12 students now enrolled. There are other lab'oratories
ian the small but model barn and other. farm buildipgs Aich are
under the charge of an expert agriculturalist. On the edge of the
property, near the main highway, is anbther laboratory in the
shape of a one-room rural schocl, to which children from the
neighborhood are brought by omnibus. It is evident that the
work of the school is conducted largely on.the laboratory methód.

The curriculum as listed includes the following subjects:

Fascist laws and culture.
Methods of teaching in

orural

schools.
The r g of trees, flower;, and

vegeta es.
The care o worms, bees, and

fowl.
Bacteriology.

Child development, and the
mental hygiene of the adoles-
cent.

Domestic and rural economy.
History of art and applied design.
Music.
Physical education.
Handwork.
Religion.

The graduates go back into the communities and districts from Or
whic ave been released for this advanced trAining' and
carry a srofessiona1 equipoent which not only enables them to
teach in e rural school, Rit enables them to work-Ztli the fam-.

ilies of tht children enrolled. The teacher is not expected to
confine her \Oucational work to the schoolroom but to extend it
to the home and help the fancier's Wife plan her meals, preserve
her foods, care for the clothing of the family, and to advise with
the farmer about the rotation of -crops, and the health and welfare
of his livestock.

.
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The training school for social workers also has several types of
laboratories. There is a day nursery, where students have experi-
ence in the physical care of young children. The students Arork
with the families of these young children and also in families where
boys and girls from 6 to 8 years of age are .eligible to join the
Balilla organization: This is the national organization comparable
in some ways to the Boy Scouts, but with definite objectives of
giving information as to fascism, and of building up a physically
strong, coordinated, and lo)\al body of citizens. The students also
go into the fascist factories t9 confer with the workers during their
mealtime and to help them solve such problems as they bring to
the social worker.

Upon graduation, the students receive positions, chiefly in fac-
tories, where they supervise the nursery for the workers' children
and give the .social assistance needed by the workmen. The
degree they earn also makes itapossible for them to accept positions
as nurses and as kindergartners.

Among the courses included in their curriculum are the fol-
lowing:

Fascist laws and culture.
Political and corporate regula-

tions and industrial legislation.
Elements of political and social

economy.
Social pedagogy.
Child developMent, Psythology.
Nursing.
Italian administrative and sani-

tary regulations.,
Social insurance (sickness, old

age, tuberculosis, uneznplgy-
ment).

_Safety education..
Heal& regulations for governing

working conditions.
Elements of physiology and hy-

giene.
Art and riligion.
Social service.
Practical work with relieforgadi-

zations, in factory lunchrooms,
ih home for delinquents and
haadicapped children.

Observation in clinics and- hos-
pitals.

Ruisia's school for "teachers of teachers.",The rapid expansion of
the preschool program in the Soviet Union has created a-problem
of preparing a large. number of teachers in a short space of time.
The record of a million and a quarter children from 3 to 7 enrolled
in the Srate kindergartens Wore 1932 is to be extended in the
.firesent "5-year plan" to include 3 children by 1937. To
rheet the need for teachers a program for developing a network
of training instituites has been mapped out under the- Commis-
sariat of Education. These institutes are preparing "teachers cif
teachers" who- will act on façulties of institutions whict will pre-
'pare teachers orwho will train assistants in thee schools.
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A

. The prerequisite for entrance to these courses is 9 years of
schooling, or Sn experience copsidered adequate for qualifying
the student to learn how to train teachers. The average age of the
800 students enrolled for the course offered at the Herzen's Insti-
tute in Leningrad in 1934 was 22:

The 4-year curriculum as offered incluCles thefollowing courses:

-.

w.

.

Anatomy and physiology.
Scientific and experimental psy-

chology. a

Child study (closely related to
psychology and physiology).

Methods and history of pedagogy.
Special preschool pedagogy.
Art.
Music.
Children's literature.
Preschool hygiene.
Literature (Russian and foreign).
Social economy.
Philosophy.

Eli

o

History.
Economics.
Natural science.
Mathematics.
Grammar.
Methods of training tCachers in

techniques.
One Creign language (for kinder-

garten teachers English is olSlig-
atory and German is voluntary).

Practice for half of 1 yeat aside
from practice lessons given un-
der close supervision.
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HEALTH AND NUTRITION

THE Health Commission of the League of Nations made an
appeal to public opinioil in 1932 which emPhasized two basic
facts: First, the menace of the economic depression to the health
and even the existence of millions of human beings, and second,
the reduction of health services which were considered inade-
quate under normal cgonditions and which need expansion under
present conditions.

The Commission recognized that no unfform plan to protect
the health of ohildren and adults at this time of economic tetrench-
ment could be proposed for acceptance by ail countries and made
certain general recommendations related especially to the
administration of available funds which could be adjusted to the
needs and facilities of each country. These recommendations
focused upon a survey of the machinery under which healtlir
work was administered so as to eliminate waste in overhead
expenses and overlapping of. services, and to arrive at a satis-
factory and economic plan of administration both nationally and
locally. The recommendations also indicated two needs of
immediate concern to young, children; first, to avoid a present
emergency set-up that would iianlper a future reconstruction of
services under improved conditions, and, second, to continue
pieventive measures as a means of effecting future economiés [52].

-0.Preschools as a means for health protection.Considering the
piiitective work that is being dbne for young children in European
countries in' the light of these recommendations it seems evident
that plans accepted as "satisfactory änd economic" include the
preschool organizations and the many related clinical, housing,
health, recuperative, and recreational programs. Through
the nurseries and kindergartens, the national and local authori-
ties are reaching groups of children and their parcnts. In these
sChools the children receive well-cooked food regularly and .the
parents are instructed how to use avaiLable money to the best

54
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advantage for the family's nourishment. The need for this
'krvice is well illuurated in a report of current family conditions
in Hungary [54] which are probably common to ¡many other
countries. This report centered upon 365 families: 165 of these
families having 630 children do not cook every day, 225 of the
families having 830 children eat no common meal together, and
about half of the children of school age in the 365 families,
approximatèly 630, receive no breakfast at home. The need for
the children's noon lunches is also supported by an analysis of the
average daily caloric value per consuming unit of the food AAR
employed and unemployed families investigated by the PAsh
Institufe of Social Economy.

Food _stuffs:
Total
Vegetable
Animal

-

Value iá calories

Employed
2,704. 6
2,087. 7

616. 9

Unemployed

1,950. 9
1,583. 4

367. 5

It is possible that authorities will find that the welhguided
nursery school or kindergarten is picking up the lag in health
protection for children at a time when the first intensive care is
relaxed both by the mother and by the overcrowded baby
clinics. The authorities may also find that in addition to the
physical, social, and mental cart given in the nursery school
programs there are permanent values for the whole family which
may be gauged by imprdved standards of home life [16].

Using the preschools as a main artery for reaching youfig
children and their families is having at least three constructive
results: (1)- expanded services for childrenthe daily lunches
planned by nutritionists, the daily supervised sleeping periods;
regular medical inspectign, recommendation of needy children
to convalescent homes and to special schools with facilities for
correcting incipient cases of anemia, tuberculosis, artd ¡eirr
remediable physical difficulties, and the sending of large numbers
of young children to summer colonies at the seashores and the
country; (2) a recognition of a new type of knowledge needed by
teachers. This is resulting in the inclusidn of courses in nutrition
and physical and mental hygiene in the preparation of teachers
and, in increasing instances, the inclusion of courses in education
and child development for health nurses; and (3) a closer tie
betwee4 the school and the home brought about by guidance and
training for mothers in their care of the family. "Maternal

54 658 ° 86-5
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efficiency" is considered an essential for the best physical develop-
ment of the children.

Nutritional programs. There is general agreement that the
capacity of the child to attain his potential mental and physical
gfowth and to resist disease depends, to a large degree, on ade-
quate nutrition. England's definition of "adequate" nutrition
includes provision for foods which supply energy and heat for the
body and those which are used for body building and repair 4
tissues [15] . The definition doubtless varies among countries
having differing climatic conditions, different native foods, and
different customs. There are efforts, however, to break traditions
in the light of current information about nutrition. In zech-
oslovakia both the teachers and the visiting nurses consider that
the customary diet of the people contains too much starch. As
a result they are distributing vegetable seeds to the families that
have gardens and showing the people how to cultivate the vege-
tables. They also are demonstrating methods of cooking vegeta-
bles. Variations in the types of foods frequently used are suggested
from the menus used in Great Britain, Czechoslovakia, Italy, and
Poland for children from 2 to 6 reproduced in the appendix.17

The planning and preparation of menus also varies greatly
among the countries. In Czechoslovakia, where the responsibility
for school lunches rests with the cities and towns, the menus for
the city of Prague are planned cooperatively by the city depart-

* ments of education and health and the state health institute.
The menus are planned for 6 months at a time, and sent in

\ mimeographed fotm to .the nursery schools and kindergartens.
Recipes based upon the ingredients needed for 100 children are

\* issued with the menus and the food is cooked in the schools under
, municipal supervision. Parents are required to report on the

\ home feeding of the childreri and on their physical health so that
n agreement can be planned between home and school feeding

edules. In the Soviet Union -the head physicians on the
staffs are in charge of the nutrition and special studies are

coiducted to determine desirable diets for both .well and sick
chil n. Special courses in the preparation of foods are offered
for thç cooks in the nursery schools and kindergartens.

Chil n in the kindergartens of Rome are encouraged to bring
a lunch from home. From the food sent by the mother the school
officials note and supply what is needed by thc child to supplement

17 Bee appendix, pp. 9346.
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Hungary: Lunchtime for the younger children in an emergency quirsery
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home diet and also go about improving the mother's knowledge
of foods which guides her purchases and food preparation.

In some countries three meals a day are served at the nurseries
.and kindergartens, in others two meals, and in others gody optional
tunches are offered. In needy districts of many targe cities in
different countries the day's program runs from 7 in the morning
till 6 in the evening and breakfast, lunch, and supper are provided.

Parents in all European countries, either pay fol. the food pre-
pared for the children or contribute toward it in keeping with
their income. In Czechoslovakia the State provides 10 ka a week
for-the food of each child of unemployed parents (approximately
40 cents) . This money is paid to the city of prague if the child is
enrolled in school,' with a pórtion of it reserved for the parent to
be 'used for Sunday's meals at home. If the child cannot be en-

.
rolled at a school all the money is paid to the father or head of
the household. Pressure is brought to bear, however, to assure
the child's school attendance because the school menus are usually
better balariced than those in the home and in most instances
there is more guarantee that the money is used to the best advari-
tage. In England and Scotland the amount of money paid by
parents is determined by adding the total income for the family,
subtracting rents, taxes, and insurance, and dividing the re-
mainder- by the number of people dependent upon the balance
for their food. If this amounts to approximately $1.25 a week
per person, 25 cents is paid to the nursery school for the child's
food. Adjustments are always made so that no ohild is deprived
of needed food.

. Health protection. In all the countries visited there are conva-
lescent homts, summer and winter camps for frail children, and
outdoor recreational programs to help keep healthy children
htalthy. In most instances educational and welfare authorities
cooperate in. administering the programs. The expense is borne
in a number of different ways, but the two main sources of finan-
cial support are the municipalities and independent organizations
interested in the correction and prevention of physical handicaps
at an early age. Frequently 'the States grant subventions to aid
and to stimulate the municipalities or independent organizations.

Convalesient homes in the Neherlands.Convalescent homes for
anemic and needy children are maintained in connection with
the public schools of Amsterdam and other large cities in the
Netherlands. They receive annual subventions from the munia-

a,
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palities and arc administered by an association composed of repre-
sentatives of public and private welfare agencies. The school
doctors in the cities recommend the children for treatment and
rest in these homes, and sometimes the parents apply directly to
the association for the admission of their children. The "homes"
are usually located in the country and the children remaip from
&weeks to 6 months. They eat, rest, and play out,of doors or on
porches. As far as their health allows they participate in the
household duties and, until recent curtailments eliminated the
teachers, the children were able to carry on enough school work
to maintain their school grades. There is constant health super-
vision for the children and a constant effort to keep the "home"
homelike.

One of the newer of these convalescent homes for young children
is built among the sand dunes riear the seacoast. All of the play-.
rooms and sleeping rooms in this house open upon terraces and
porches, and glass doors constitute the walls of the rooms during
stormy weather. The staff has a wing of the building apari from
the children's quarters. The interior finish of each room has its
own bright color scheme. The low shelves for the toys, the tables
and chairs, the moldings about doors and windows, all share in
the gay greens, yellows, and violets, orange and blue, and even
tones of red in the colorful atmosphere which seems to play a part
in -the children's recuperation.

A consultation qnter in Moscow.Health consultation centers are
a part of the program -of protective work carried on by the district
boards.of health in the Soviet Union. At a center in one of the
district4 of Moscow the services include prenatal and postnatal
care, consultation for ill children in the mornings and 'for well
children in the afternoons, and distribution of pasteurized milk.
Research studies are conducted, many of which are based upon
the records of work accomplished.

ith section of the report of one physician in a consultation center
visited suggests the type of records he keeps, the -extent of his
service to the children in his district, and the problems with which
he must cope. In 1933 this physician had 731 babies in his
region-96 percent were brought to the consultation center during
tile year. Ten days after birth a nurse goes into the _home to
visit if the child has not been brought to the center. In 1933 the
parenpr brought 77 percent of the children to the center before
they were a month old, 15 percent were brought between 14
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and 2 months or age, and 7 percent were older. The record of
young children's physical difficulties were recorded as follows:
82 percent colds and grippe, 47 percent bowel complaint, 4 per-
cent whooping cough, 3 percent stomach trouble, and 0.2
percent scarlet fever. The causes of mortality were as follows:
38 percent colds, 36 percent bowel complaint, 9 percent weak-
ness, 9 percent contagion, and 7 percent whooping cough.

The consultation centers also supervise three types of health
protective programs for children of 3 years and younger, "sanitary.
playgrounds", "sanitary posts", and "groups for walks." Sani-
tary. playgrounds receive from 25 to 35 children in need of some
type of physical correction. Rickets, anemia, nervousnéss, and
incipient tuberculosis ar6 among %the difficulties named. The
playgrounds are located near the consultation centers. The chil-
dren are received from the time they aré able to walk until the
age of 3 and they remitin an average of 3 months" Special menus
are provided and the food is usually served on open porches or in
the play yard. The daily play is almost entirely outdoors with
large play apparatus. The staff for the 25 to 35 children includes
three health nurses, three maids, and the half-time services of a
doctor. The pirents pay a small fee, if they are able, for the
service the children receive.

The "sanitary posts" are virtually assignmeNts to indivicluál
women to assume responsibility for the health of the children in a
series of dwellings.. These women or délegales keep in touch with
the consultation center "and reliort all cases of contagion or
phYsical difficulty among the children of the tenants.

The "group for walks" is a device serving a twofold iSurpose.
First, it takes more young children out of crowded and dark
houses into the sunshine and open air of the parks and markets
than can be enrolled in the existing nurseries and nursery schools.
Second, it employs mothers, not otherwise engaged in work, in a
task of child guidance for which they receive in-service training
and supervision from expert staff members of the consultation
center.

An open-air school in Italy.One of the most complete programs
for children who are physically weak, anemic, or tend to be
tubercular has been developed a few miles outside of Milan
under the supervision of the public-health authorities. The school
is known as the "Umberto di Savoia Opea-Air School" and was
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named for a well-lbved Member of the royal family who donated
his estate for the school.

With approximately 30 acres of land, the municipal and
independent authorities in charge of the school have lpilt up
play stgliums; Ns;e11-equipped and extensive wading and swim-
ming pools, sun houses, open in the summer and glassed over in
the wint4i.; and a series of dormitories, dining rooms, and school-
rooms. There is als? a miniature farm at one side of the estate,
where the children participate in caring for the animals and the
fowl and make pets of the barnyard friends.

In the winter there are approximately 1,200 children, most
of them brought out daily from the city of Milah by bus, and a
number of them, needing special care, live in the school dôrmitories.
The ages range from 6 to 12 years.

Classes in regular school work are carried on outdoors when
the weather permitsunder the trees in summer and in the
sunshine in winter. The clothing' of the children is adjusted to
give them every possible advantage of the sun and to protect

ahem from thee cold winds coming down from the mountains.
etai.led records are kept of the phsical health of the Children.

As the records show a restoration of physical health, the children
are returned to their hones and to the regul4r city schools,
though periodic examinations continue, and supervision is given
until nopal health is assured.

A nursery is maintained as a demonstration for one section
of the school devoted to domestic seience. The young students
in this department assume risponsibility for the housekeeping in
ihis demonstration laborat9ry, for helping to plan and prepare
the meals, and for ihe care of the infants. Children in the toddler
stage come to the nursery for their dinwts and naps,.
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FAMILY HOUSING IN RELATION TO YOUNG
CHILDREN

oh

Home conditions affecting young children.---It is inevitable that any
attempt to solve the problem of providing for the physical and
mental welfare of children must consider their home environ-
ment. The average infant's time is spent entirely in the home,
and even if the older. children are enrolled in a nursery or ele-
mentary school for 6 or 8 hours a day they still spend by fair a
major part of their time both sleeping and áwake in the home
environment. Everything about the hygiene of the building
itself, the facilities that 'help to make good housekeeping easy
for the mother, and such services as are offered for. health and
educatiofi through the management of the building affect the
children both directly and indirectly. These problems, which
include both the physical plant and the concepts of living of the
tenants, are now a major concern of those responsible for housing
and slum-clearance projects. The observations &reported here
deal with what is being.done to improve the living conditions of
the people affected by unemployment or having low incomes and
noLh thi prevalent overcro.wded conditions that are dis-
rupting the family and undermining the children's health.

The following letter on slum clearance and rehousing, published
in the (London) Times of October 17, 1933, wàs addressed to the
editor% by the Archbishop of York and others to emphasize the
urgency of those family needs not expressed in the physical plans
for the rehousing projects *Great Britain:

OCTOBER 17, 1933.
THE EDITOR OF THE Tams.

SIR: Public opiniön has been roused as never before-to thc
urgency of slum clearance. But there is some danger that a
great opportunity may be missed thrbugh exclusive concen-
tratioff on the problem of substituting good houses for bad.
There is need and opportunity for something more than the
provision of better shelter for a large number of families.
We must envisage the welfare of those families as completely
as possible.
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New housing kareas are being planned, suited to the needs of
the poorest people; these should from the outset include-
facilities for the life of a community, especiaky should there
be provision for the needs of young children, whose, lot, in the
slums frgrn which we hope to deliver' them, is the hardest
of all.

In some instancesas in a great-estate at NottitIgham, for
examplethe whole .area has beén planned so as to make an
admirably laid-out school for the center of.the whole district;
the main streets converge upon the school, and it is near all

k parts of the area. We wish to emphasize the great importance
of securing the right site for the schools frofri the outset.. -

But especially we wish to urge the immedi3te reservation of
sites for nursery schpols. The very young children, not yet of
'school age, neeed care which cannot be fully given by the
mother whose erkrgies are fully taxed by the claims of a bOy,
her husband, and the management of the home. If sticcessful
and 'happy family fife is to be maintained, she must receive
some assistance..

"It is now widely recognized that the open:air riursery school, supplies what is wanted in the beit way yet devised. It pro-
.vides the heeded space for the little children's active growth;

s it. supplies medical supervision and healthy conditions; -it,
gives each child .opportunity for sound and happy mental
And social training in close cooperation with the home,-
Thus physical and mental health for the future is assueed;
and a measure that may look like a luxury to some is seen to
be no less than a national economy.

Moreover, the helpful and effective social influence of
.existing nursery schools indicates thai they are clearly the best

..ppssible agency for overcoming the difficulties which arise
-when families long established in sluin aras are transferred
into totally unfamiliar çonditions. Tkie 4ursery school tends
to give to the parents of the children -147-ho attend it a new
outlook towards their families. They derive fresh courage
and hope from cooperation with the nursery school, and their
cómmon interest and joy in, their children's development
proves to be an unrivaled bond betweén the families served.

Thus the nursery school tends to become a natural center
of the community life.

Our apPeal is to all citizensánd electors to realizettheir
oppottunity and yesponsibility by urging this policy upon
their local authorities, so that the housing committees, in
making schemes fbr reconditioning and new housing, may
have full public support for the reservation of suitable sites

'fbi.--the. future building of nursery schools in convenient .prox-
imity to groups of houses, so that little children may be at
once. protected from the dangers of the streets and pro-
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vided with the best conditions for their health, growth, and
happiness.

Yours, etc.,
WILLIAM EBOR.
PATRICK ABERCRbMBIE, M. A., F. R. I. B. A.,

.Professor of Civic Design, the University of Liverpool.
SOPHIA EVELEGH,

President, Nursery School Association fIsf Great Britain.*
J. A. HADFEELD, M. A., M. B., CH.13.,

Lecturer in Psychopathology and Mental Hyginte-,-ihe
University of London.

SUSAN ISAACS, M. A., D. Sc.,'
Head of the Department of Child Development, the
Institute of Education, the University of London.

LILI.IAN DE
Chairman, Nursery School Association of Great Britain.

GRACE OWEN, O. B. E., M. ED.,
Honorary Adviser, Nursery School Association of Great"
Britain,

-R. H. TAWNEY Li.tt. D.,
Professor of Econorizic History, the University of
London.

There are efforts in some countries ,to measure the effect of
such direct advantages as the newer hOusing schemes provide
sun, air, sanitary facilities, and lack of congestionby changes
in rates of child mortality and incidence of physical difficulties.
Further safeguaids for health are provided by consultation
centers and clinics Which are <frequently included in 'the house
plan or are set up in the neighborhood. In some cases the
service is' periodic and in others it is continuos. In houses for
needy people in Vuligary and It-al), apartments have- been
rearranged and equipped to give consultation and 'dispensary
service for mothers atid children. The clinics are also uied as a
means of educating parents in chila care. The cost of such
service is met through the public health authorities or with the
reritals paid by the tenants.

Another direct aid for the children provided in many.housing
plans are the nurseries, Playrooms, nursery schools, or kinder-
gartens. In some houses special rooms and adjoining playgrounds
were incorporated in the original housirw plans taiserye ,the
preschool children. In other houses., series of roomS have been
adapted for the children's use. Sometimes the preschool is
located in a separate build* so as to serve thekcadren.,in, an
entire neighborhood. Mosi df the houses have at least one room

.
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adjoining the laundry where young children may be placed
while the mothers are washing. Such rooms customarily lack
both play equipment and supervision though the possibility of
sharing the supervisory responsibility among the mothers has
been tried in some instances with varying satisfaction.

Services for adults benefiting the children.There are also services
in the houses which are not directly intended for the children
but 'which affect their well-being materially. These include the
facilities that make it possi6le for "the parents to imProve their
management of the home; the house rules and regulations for
order and cka-nlintss, the recreational, cultural, and educational
programs offered to the adults, and the careful planting of trees;
grass, and shrubbery about the house that is particularly em-
phasized in Italy. These services help the

,
families to live differ-

entlyto build lop a range of responsibilities, employments, and
interests that bring health,' regularity, and happiness into the '#*
environment in which the child lives.

Services included with the rent paid 'ill some of the municipal
dWeili'ngs iñ the pity of Prague are electricity for light and for
washing machines5 a femmunity laundry, central heating, hot
water, and cleaning service for the public halls. s, courtyard
is frequently provided for the children's play but no educational
program is maintained.

Certain standards for the care of the houses and apartments
are required and are published in "Housing Orders." There is,.
no -ietual su.peivision sto enforce the oreers but visitors from the
social insurance society rePort on home conditions and violatiòns
of the ere cause the tenant's removal. Among tA orders are

isdirecti refusm di400sal, for the time and place tó dust
karpets and feather beds, and regulations which control the
acceptance of 19dgérs in familietapartments, alit which rdquire
cases of drunkeimess to be reported to atAorities.

There is no weliare- program conducted irt: 'the municipal

. AP

4

dwellings. This need is ckred for by a culture union to which
practically everyone belongs and which is set up by the minister
of education to hentfitPall the people. In emit district there are

, health lastory, agtd the sciences offeredlectur çtW

to ill/ f of a dispensary are placed at the dis-
"Anal -.of the, people with 4dvisory service from sqcial workers.
These workers encourage the mothers to enroll their Young chil-
dren in the public-thool nurseries and kindeigartens, make sure.
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that neeay children afe fed and see that the families secure meal
tickets to as.sure free meals for the children at ¡the schools.

Two pins for financing municipal housing p'rograms make use
of the people's money. It would seem that tenants who realizd
that they have contributed even remotely to the cost of building
the homes in whifh they live should have a sense of ownership,
responsibility, and, to a certain event, security. Any such.feel-
ing 'of ownership should naturally ieflect td the benefit of the
children in the family. .

In the city of Prague "every employe& person automatically
contributes to the city's social insurance fund. This fund is
invested with' a private company which operates under State
supervision. Under a plan developed by the ministry of social
welfare in 1926 the city leases land on a hundred-year lease at sa

, low-interest rate aria the company handling the insurance fund
Cronstructs the houses for people having small incomes. The
entals have paid a 6 percent interest and amortization charges.
Ift Italy, the peoples' housing institute, L'kgitvto per le Case

Popolari [45], is a kind of building association còrt-iposed 9f banks
receiving certain subsidies fiorn the State. Since the saN'ings in
these banks ate really the peoplé's, the Facist Government argues
that they should be used to the people's advantage. There is a
brar;ch of the building insiitute in every city, which plans the
housing projects for needy pedple and for special types of Govérn-
ment and municipd1 workers who receive certain privileges.
Rental suipluses above intefest and afnortization charges are
used to add improvements .to the houses for the benefit of the
tenants, for example, a nursery, a health clinic, or summer
holidays for the tenants'of needy children.

Among restrictions of a supervisory nature are certain stand-
ards of care for. the buildings and of behavior for the people.
Among the serices the institute offers are indispensable sanitary
arrangements such as a toilet, running water, and cooking facili-
ties for each -family. So tar as possible the institute aims to
provide baths, lAundry rooms; .medical consultation, Onical
service, and emergençy hospitatiiation to be included 'in the
rentals.. The hospitalization is especially designed for prenatl,
delivery, and postnatal care. Many of the\ houses arso *have
nurseries and kindergartens. In the city of Milan authorities
estimated That the deaths of children to the age of 5 due to certain
types of physical difficulties had been cut in half in the new

.
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housiilg developments equipped with nurseries and consultation
Clinics. Since thèy found that deaths silk to pulmonary- diffi-
culties had not decreased they made changes in the new housiing
plans to include a certain amount of central he'ating with the
rentals. In some of the neediest districts there are vocational
clasks conducted in the houses for both girls and boys. Aside
from the preparation for a trade that results, the young people
earn a small amount of money and have a supervised isecreational
program.

The institute's housing plans also carry stipulations about the
landscaping which is called the lungs of the project. There are
wide walks, lawns, trees, and green plants. Beside acting as
pleasaat promenades for the people, these lawns and walks serve
as play space for the ,children. But especially, they make the
surroundings attractive for the people's dwellings.

0

There were no instances observed in any country where the
homemaking activities in a la, apartment house were indus-
trialized so as to give employment to some ,tenants and relief
rom household care to ot ers w o are employed outside t e

home. Cooking, washing, men mg, house cleaning, all seem to
. be regarded as individual far4y responsibilities thougly'fre-

quently the tenants are em lo ed o help with the janitori Work.
The controlled dwellings of the The Hague offere4 the only

dexample of a coordinated project of housing- and employment
under the 'one goal of improving family life.

The controlled dwellings oj The Hague.These dwellings were
established by city authorities to receive families haling low
standards of social and family life, with little respect for property

Whci consequently in need of supervision and guidance. These
soçially difficult families are discovered by city welfare authori-
ties and tIe police and are recommended as ip need of the train-
ing and guidance given at the controlled dwell* before they
can be received again as tenants in the city dwellings occupied
by people of small incomes. The dual program developed by the
director of the , dwellings provides, firit, ti system of merited
graduations from a third-class house to a' second and then to a
first-class house and, second,' an opportunity for the heads of the
families to learn again how to work, earn wages, ancLassumvheir

. rightful Friponsibility for their families.
Ths supervisory prograrn.The controlled dwellings occupy a city

square in the outskirts of The Hague. Ti;ere are 106 houses-7-54
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YOUNG CHILDREN IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 67
third class, 14 seond class, and 38 first class. These classes indi-cate, the standards with which the people manage their homes.The third class is the lowest and to these houses the families are
assigned first. There a're differences in the interior finish of the
three classes of houses. In the third class there.are cement floorsand stairs which cannot be easily demolished and in the first-classhouses there are wooden floors, wainscots, and stairs painted inbright colors. Each house has a toilet, running water, cooking
facilities, and the number of rooms vary from 3 to 5.

There is a main entrance into the square through which familiesoccupying the third- and second-class homes must enter. A por-ter is constantly .on duty to note the people entering the dWellings.At the end of the central admiriistration building a supervisor isstationed. She can oversee the' third-class dwellings on the five ,radiating streets and keep in'to ch with the second-class houseslocated more at the side of the main office. Only the backs ofthe first-class houses are visible from the main office. Thesetenants make use of the dwellinp' facilities but are no longer inneed of close supervision, and will be received again in the cityas desirable tenants.
Within the main buildings ipere are baths for which weeklytickets are issued, laundries with an adjoining playroom for youngchildren whife the mothers are washing, a clinic with physician'sservice twice a week and a baby consultation clinic every other

week, a circulating library, and an assembly hall.
Between the rows of houses there are gardens for which tenantswho wish- tcr ,raise vegetables pay a small 'rental. In 'the open

spaces before the houses are small grass plots, benches for the peopleto enjoy, and sand boxes for the children. Flowers and bushesare planted attractively around the administration building.Each house hás a small dooryard with bushes and grass to culti-vate.
Cl s in sewing are given éach week to the older girls, andvocatio al classes in shoemaking and carpentry are conducted forboys. An eleméntary school in the next squa.re receives all thechildren of school age. A question was asked about the value ofá nurser school as an aid in raising the standards of family life.%Interestin ly enough the answer was, No. The explanation fol-lowed tha former attempts to reach the parent through the childrénhad result s only in the parent relinquishing responsibility for thechildren a i d making no effort to improve the home. The di-
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rector of the project consimiers that the first task is to .reach the
parents directly as adults and the result will be a request from
them for a. nursery school or other services as they recognize the
children's needs.

The worIc program.Those in charge of the program felt that
the first 4 years, which were based entirely upon a social program,
resulted in failure to raise the living standards of the socially
deficient families assigned to these dwellings. To them it seemed
that all of the bad elements among these families were brought
together and made a bad situation worse. Mose of the people
were receiving State aid and there was no iricentive tó work.
Three years ago the present director started an employment
scheme. He felt that the only method for cuccessfully improving
the conditions of the .unsocial people .was steady employment at
regular wages!' This normal standard of wages he regards as Of
intrinsic importance, since thse people aré only thrown out of
balancé from a social point of view, but are otherwise perfectly
sound. With a keen understanding for their mental outlook,
with a realization of their- difficulties, he set up a series of services
by mean& of which the men would receive a wage and people
within the city would receive and pay for a service. The income
from these services has now made the project self-supporting,
and in 1933 netted a small profit. However, the services do not
pay for the administrative and supervising personiiel of the houses.
This expense is met by the municipality.

The sevices, which are constantly emphasized to the men so
that they feel that they are genuinely contributing to society,\
include the following:

I

.%. tolth. De

u s

disposal wagdns, and recèive wagei for bringing to the street
from the houses the refuse receptacles, and returning them after
the municipal wagons have passeda

2. Washing steps
.1

and porticoes.Regular programs on specified
routes are carried each week, and this sevvice has now increased
so that a foreman and a crew of six or seven men equipped with
pails, beushes, and rubber wipers and an iutotruck water tank,
serve a large clientele.

4V

same as those charged by the unions and no objections are raised

3. Window cleanirtg.The prices fixed for this setrice are the

itt

f n

0

4.. Removals.Crews of men With autotrucks Gelonging to tile
controlled dwellings provide facilities for moving household goods.av

NISP

.

.

care .These men the municipal garbage

.

Men from the controlled dwellings .perforching this work.
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5. Housecleaning.Regular arrangeménts are made for daily
or weekly cleaning ,of offices, churches, and sChools.

6. The receiving of second-hand furniture and clothing, sorting,
arranging, and preparing it for sale in altia t is known as the
brokenhuis.

. Skilled labor.The men make awnings and shoes. As soon
as a profit is netted, new equipment is purchased to increase the
business and to help encourage the men now working under the
unskilled labor type of projects to acquire knowledge of other
types of occupations.

The subscribers to the general services run into the thousands.
The men have grown into a habit of working regularly and into
a feeling of being much-needed, independent members of society.
A continuation of th-e program is leading into skilled labor, tO
which the men' graduate from the service work. The resuirting
self-dependence and self-respect is reflected in improved home
management and family relationships and a readiness to be
reinstated in normal living conditions.

Despite th% economic difficulties the percentage of rents in
arrears is less than formerly. The standard of house care is
typified by the phrase There's a curtain in every winClow. Voca-
tional classes are being condKted for boys and girls to ventiv
the 'formation of unsocial habits and as they become skillful they
receive a wage, and their product is sold. One of the director's
next plAns is to organize a nursery school for young children.
Herecognizes a serious problem for children below school age
for whom life 'in an unsocial family is more difficult than for their
older brothe'rs and sisters, but he is convinced that the order of
his procedure is correct-0 the parent first and you then have
the child.

The staff, required to carry out this program are men and
women with a keen sense of social service, with tremendous
patience and enthusiasm foi; their work. The staff consists of a
director and his assistant, a woman assistant in charge of the
administration of the services and of the 12 clerical workers and
bookkeepers; 3.rent solicitors; a house inspector who advises
the people on household management_and standards of family
life; 3 porters stationed at the building entrance and in thee
inspector's lodge, and an attendant for the baths. Other services
which come from the municipal departments of the city are the
librarian and teachers for the classes of adolescent boys and girls.

.
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RELATED PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH AND 14IULTS

The needs of younger and older children.While it is possible to
isolate an age level and report on the services provided for the
welfare and education of childrep of specified ages, in this in-
stance below the age of 6, it is not possible to isolate the children
from the cycle of huknan life. The need for protection and
guidance continues throughout life, tho.ugh both the immediate
needs and the modes of meeting thenvv.arx from those for young
children.

4.

The preschool child needs a guarantee of a healthy start in life,
a feeling a securitY anclètympathetic, intelligent guidante for the
beginnings of his social habits ana attitudeS:,- 1,ils mental habits,
and his emotional controls. As a school child the mental and,
sQcial guidance and the supervision af his physical health continue.
Outside of school his leisure time may be under the guidance of
recreation clubs and organizations. As an out:of-01961 boy or
girl such guidance or supervision as he has depends upon his own

J initiative or that of his family. Coirulsions from school author-
ities and frequently from family authority are removed at the
time that youth becomes áware of new necessities for life arid the-.
strength of -the constructive habits of think¡ng and acting that
have been formed during preschool and schdol years are put to *a
vigorous tesf. Reaching out foi independence and satisfactions
in life results in einployments and fimily life which, in turn,
determine the environment front.' which tung will again
expect protection and guidance.

Under normal economic conditions the process of development
of men and women from childhood beats its proportion of prob-
lems and difficulties. But under current difficulties these problems
have assumed a magnitude and have increased in complexity to
thpfextent that they become national issues. Reports of conditions
in European countries [54-551 affecting young children, youth,
and adults has its parallel, naturally, in the United States. Abroad
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the surveyors declare that family life has been changed by a dis-
rupted hpme atmosphere.

Despair, exaspeijation, and exhaustion on the part of both
father and mother, or of either one, have reacted in a variety of
ways among the children in the families. The children cease to 4

regard their parents who are unable to provide for them, .as the
rightful hedds of the family. Authority is lost and the balance or
rdationship in the family is overthrown. Younger children in the
family have a fairly good opportunity to receive service from pri-
schools and welfare organizations and the school children benek
from the school regime that includes mid-day lunches. But the
out-of-school boys and girls, though undernourished, are at an
age when food assumes less imzortance -than cluthing and social
life. Their dependence upon other Inernbers of the family, whog.
may have occasiopal employment, to provide what they c.onsider
life necessities is reflected in a vaiiety of negative behaviors--
revolt against current political and social points of view, illicit
relations as a result of inability ,to marry, apathy, listlessness, and
a sense of defeat at the loss of an outletlor their natural physical
and mental energies.

The nations are aw-are of these negative effects oT unemploy-
ment's upon children and adults. In combating them diey recog-
nize that every boy and girl hip a right th such help as he needs
in realizing his own maximum growth axid development. They
are also recognizingh.hát tci give su.ch help `1* suits, in national
oconomy me4sured by happy family life; iechiction-ofdsglinquèncy,
and increasecLeffective citizen ip m e litheationSo. of go step
farther in using. the 'progra of. -prote.ction. and 'guidahce as

''avenues fot instructioli arid ins ination'in national policies.I --
Individual development first and be to the State second, or
the State first and the iiictividual deveio -ent to carry ()tit the
State's purposes are' the opposing points of view in different
countries. The followihg descriptions show, first, certain types
of national programs designed to reach all ages, and, second, two
types of procedures followed in educating youth and adults about
the values and care of young children and their own responsi-
bilities ia relation toWard theseAhildren.

Leisure-time programs.Physical stamina, social arid educational
experiences, and a pòlitically united ;itizenship areeevident goals
of many recreational programs for youth and adults. The fiara.
ticular néeds of the atizens -of individual-countries`, And the type
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of governmental control influence the emphases 'whether chiefly_
on hèalth, on extending literacy and knowledge, on learning to
play and work cooperatively, or on national principles of govern-.
ment.

There seem to be at least three ways of administering these
programs: (1) Through voluntary or local organizations with
attendance resting entirely with the interest of the individual.
This applies to Great Britain, with its clubs for unemployed men,
educational extension work, vpcational wprk, etc.; (2) as a
national unit under the contrbl of a Government department,
with groups formed on the basis of pòlitical or religious affilia-
tions. This applies to the "Sokol" national organization in
Czechoslovakia which is Chiefly a gymnastic society with popular
annual exhibitions of achievement given locally and natibnally;
(3) a nationally supervised. program in which all loyal citizens
are expected to participate. This applies particularly to Italy
and the Soviet Union.

Italy's programs are carried on throughout the provinces by
party representatives of the National Facist Party. They begin
with the 6-year-old child and carry through to the adult. The
Opera Nazionale Balilla for all boys and girls from 6 to 14 years
of age [46] is followed by the "Avanguardisti" for boys from 15 to
18, and then by the "Dopolavoro" or "work after work" clubs
organized for men in all the different trades and occupations [48].

'The two youth organizations require the consent of parents
before , the children m'ay enroll. This enlisted cooperation is
considered a strong link between the family and the State. The
programs include all types of physical traiiiing, military drill, and
vocational and aesthetic guidance. Of the club for older boys
Sr. Mussolini says "Avanguardisti: You are the dawn of life; you
are the hope of the country; you are, above all, the army of
tomorrow." These older boys assume certain responsibilities
for guiding the younger "Balillas" such as leading their camp
life, explaining the art treasures of the museums, and setting
examples of desirablp behavior. Certain privikges accrue to
members of the Dopolavoro [471 such as reduced rates for guided
tours of Italy, reduction in the costs of foods, clubhouses with
classes, and libraries for the use of wives and children as well as
the members. Among the cultural offerings for the metnbers
are the itinerant art exhibits and musical productions. During
the summer season works of art are placed on trucks-and rahibited

o
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in the villages; orchestras and operatic and theatrical .companies
tour the ruraL districts and carry to the country people a glimpse
of the natión.al art and artistic achievements. The circk of the
national program of protection for all citizens is completed with
the nurseries -and preschools for infants and you:1g children which
each Dopolavoro supports. .

Russia has its closely knit series of organizations for youth and
adults. The Young Pioneers enrolls boys and girls from 8 to 16
years of age, the Commvnist Youth from 14 to 23, and above Mat
age adults are eligible to join the Communist Party. The admin-

. istratron is carried oh by a neiwork,of delegated authorities from
the central government. Through these organizations youth
learns to share national responsibilities with adults and receives
instruction in communist philosophy and practice. The programs
follow lines 'of physical training, debates, and conferences on cur-
rent questions of industrial, political, and social life, and varied
types of education. Instruction in the care of children is included
with the objective of developing improved citizens of the future for
the State. Loyalty to State 'is placed above loyalty to family.
Among the recreational and cultural programplanned for yOuth
and adults are the Parks of Culture and Rest, the visits to palaces
and museums of art arid science, and attendance at the national
theaters and operas for children [60] and for adults. At all of these
places there áre guides who explain the histoty and points of inter:,
est of the palace, the play, or the opera in the light of communist
principles. At the 'clubrooms of these different clubs there are
usually playrooms assigned to the young children as an additional
means of freeing the mothers for cultural pursuits. Many of the
workingmen's clubs contribute to the support of nurseries and
kindergartens conducted for the benefit.of the members' children.

Promotion of new ideasdirect instruaion.Child welfare is'still
relatively new idea tp_ the average periob in man?Countries and
education in addition to physical care applied to children
the' age of 3 and even below the age of 6 may be called a recently
promoted idea. It would be necessary to know something of the
history of the people in the European countries to realize ;vhat
types of instruction they need to help them to accept and under-
stand these ideas of child welfare and educatiori. Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, and theSoviet Union are among
the countries visited which have a society for thc protection of.

below-
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mothers and infants with a program that is national in scope. 18

The governments have delegated to these societies the task of
disseminating ideas about hygiene in ways that appeal to the
people concerned. Among the plans employed are the following:
Demonstrations of child 'care at home and in nurseries; special
birth certificates; record cards of the baby's development from
month to month; decorated membership cards in the association;
'descriptive pamphlets; films and posters; special instructions in
the physical care of children for nurses, social workers, teachers,
physicians, and nutritionists. Theiappeal for an understanding
care of their children is made directly to the parents and the
instruction is provided by State-approved organizations.

A demonstration in child care and education of special interest
is the Museum for the Protection of Motherhood and Infancy in
Moscow devised and administered under the People's Commissar-
iàt of Health. The exhibits in the museum are designed for par-
ents, teachers, nurse.s and doctors, social workers, and students
from the high schools and universities.' The form of the exhibits
ranges from the information given through pictures to the people
who canhot read easily to the scientific information prepared for
the trained workers.

I.

Four principles of Communist education underlie the exhibits:
(1) That children shall be assured physical health; (2) that chil-
drene shall have their social and intellettual development safe-
guarded; (3) that children shall have a sympathy with and a de-
sire for labor and work; and (4) that children shall be thoroughly
indoctrinated at an early age with an interest in the Government
and in the political aspects of Soviet life.

The entrance hall of the Moscow museum sets an atmosphere
of interest in the play activities of young children. On the terra
cotta colored walls designs have been made showing children run-
ning and playing and of mothers delivering the children to nurses
and teachers for nursery care.

The first floor is devoted to exhibits related to the health and
welfare of mothers. About the walls are dioramas and transpar-
encies showing the changed status of women in Russia, the physi-
ological development of the infant, the care needed by the mod:ter,
and other physiological facts. Diagrams and graphs show tire
growth in the number and kind of services available for mothers
and ',,:ants and in the numbers of people benefiting from them.

Is Bee appopdh, p. 97.
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The second floor is devoted to the developmental needs of the
child of 3 and younger. In the main exhibition hall there are
murals depicting children's play in the, sunshine and fresh air
andwith water, playing in social groups, admiring inventions
and achievements of Soviet workers, ,and carrying the flag of the
Soviet Union. In the center are 'intriguing display devices
piCturing the right foods and clothing for children, displaying and
explaining the be,st play materials, picture books, furniture, and
play apparatus for differentages below 6. Graphic .-charts show
nörms of the physical and mental development of young children.
Photographs and posters indicate the needed daily routine of
children from 6 months to 6 or 7 years of age and accompanying
notes describe the adult's responsibilities in the child's program.

Examples of the posters available to workers for display in the
nurseries, and of slogans to be posted in public places are ex-
hibited. Some of the slogans that reflect the teachings of the
museum and that were seen in schools, clubs, parks, and factories
included the following:

EDUCATION DEVELOPS HABITS AND A NEED OF
MUTUAL HELP, OF COOPÉRATION, AND OF
FRIENDLY CONTACTS (In a workingman'slub)

WE ARE OBLIGED TO RAISE NEW GENATIONS OF
WORKERS HEALTHY AND CHEERFUL WHICH WILL
BE ABLE TO RAISE THE POWER OF iHE SOVIET
COUNTRY (In a factory kindergarten)

PARENTS, REMEMBERNYOUR DISCONTENT IN YOUR
FAMILY LIFE AND ESPECIALLY DIVORCE IS BADLY
REFLECTED ON THE BEHAVIOR OF YOUR CHILD
(In a workingman's club)
In a nursery school there was a picture illustrating activities in

the day's program. Under the picturs was the statement:
I AM GROWING, AND MY MOTHER IS GROWING T60

Another illustratión showed an impatient mother with her
child, and beneath was a large 'sign saying:

DO NOT BEAT THE CHILD
A third picture illustrated a familyeat the dinner table, with the
father offerinka glass of wine to the child. The slogan read:

WINO TO THE CHILD
DO T GIVE ANY TO HIM

. An exhibit ieknother room of the tauseum displays furniture
and equipment needed in the nurseries and xlinick. There were
also examples of transportation device's by which services for
infants could be taken to mothers on the farms and in isolated
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industrial districts. "S&s" were shown giving the arrangemeht
of nurseries and nursery schools both in winter and summer to
assure outdoor and indoor play, and a variety of necessary activi-
ties. Wórking diagrams of the equipment displayed are made
availble for all workers. The possibilities of such comprehensive
exhibitions of the goals of education and welfare, of the means of
attaining the goals' and of the results, seem limitless. The local,
State, and national values could be summed up as guideposts for
thinking and guides for action.

Promotion of new ideasan appeal for public support.Great Britain
has a typcLof promotional work which is addressed to the public
to inform it of special needs and to solicit its support for requests
to be laid before Government' authorities. A special need at this
time is to urge grants-in-aid from the Government to local
educalion authorities so as to make the Fisher Education Act of
1918 operatfve as related to nursery schools. Soon after the act
was effected a memorandum followed stating that funkls were not
available to carry out the provisions of the act. Since then, wide-
spread educational programs have pointed out that true national
economy does not lie in withholding aid for the early years of life
and that a fully arohsed public interest in young children can be
effective in obtaining the necessary aid for the education and
welfare of young children. The promotional program is con-
ducted by professional organizations. It is addressed to the
general public, to the voters, and to leaders'of educational and
social thinking. It includes literature, exhibits, conferences,
films, and posters which represent the needs of the children from 2
to 5 years of age in underprivileged areas. This is the neglected age
level not cared for by official health and educational supervision
in Great Britain. Pamphlets show the relative cost to the public'
of preventive and corrective measures and give the opinions of
authorities in education and health and of the children's p4rents
on the value urseof ry schools. '9 The publications include
reprints from Gov rnment reports of the Ministries of Education
and Health which speak of the , values of nursery education,
reprints from addresses and letters prepared.by outstanding people
in public life, and reports of results from nursery schools now
operating. Special information about the emergency open-air
nurseiies is alsd widely distributed. This information shows how
a temporary expedient tb serve needy children suffering in the

t Bee references 23, 24, 281 27, 32, 33.
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gresent crisis can derripnstrate values for a permanent program
and can also suggest adaptations of accepted programs so that
more needY children and their*parents may be served.

The following quotations from some of the promotional liter-
ature illustrate the appeal to reason made to the voting citizens:

WHERE THE MONEV GOES [34]

In 1930 t pproved societies in England and Wales spent £15,-
625,000 in sickness and disablement benCfits.

In 1930 in,sured persons. lost 26,500,000 weeks' work through
disablement and sickness.

Out of every 10 children entering school at 5 years old 2 or 3 arc
found to need medical treatment.

Nursery schools would have saved much of this waste by finding
and checking illness in its early stagCs.

FACTS FOR RATEPAYERS [35]

Under this caption statements of fact arc given under thc follow-
ing headings: Ill Health Is Costly; Where the Trouble Begins;
The Remedy; The Cost; The Preseht Position. These state-
ments arc followed by the appeal:
WORK AND VOTE FOR NURSERY SCHOOLS NOW

THE UNEMPLOYED AND THE tHILDREN [E2]

"The leading idea of this scheme is that the cooperation of unem-
ployed men and worrien thould be secured in starting simple
open-air nurseries in areas where housing is bad and distress
great, so that the children may have a chance- of healthy,
physical development, and an escape from the depression which
inevitably hangs over the adults of the community."'

EXTRACTS FROM BOARD OF EDUCATION
REPORTS [29]

"Experience shows that fears lest the removal of children from
their home would result in lessened parental responsibility have
no foundation. On all sides evidence is forthcoming tht in--
creased parental interest and cooperation for the welfare of the
children is obtained."

"Geoffrey has been at the nursery schools now for more than 6
months and what a difference it has made. Hc never flies into
tempers at ate school and only very occasionally at home. I 9
don't dare tb wash him now, the most I can do is to make things

iiasy for him to wash himself, and he really hates to be dirty."
From a narrative account taken from a working woman anil

t,'pia:dished 'for distribution.
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These instructional idos on children's needs are addressed to
adults who are responsible for the environments which young
children reflect in their growth and development. They are a
segment in the total program designed to aid citizens from birth
to maturity and to point to that ever-recurring necessity to
awaken thinking so that life may be richer and more abundant.
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CONCLUSION

THIS report is a reply to the question, "What are other coun-
tries doing for young children under present economic and social
conditions?" The several sections of the report describe the
health, welfare, and educational care for young children and their

46families and indicate the values other counries are placing upon
young children as the means of developing a larger p;pulation,
a healthy and an educated population, and, in most instances,
one well adjusted to the present types of government controls.
Certain specific provisions in the several countries reported are
emphasized. Among these are the followirig:

Continuity in health and educational services "from infancy
on through adult life.

The beginning of an educational program undei public
auspices at the age of 3 and carrying the educational program
for children front 3 to 7 or 8 as a unit.

Means of financial support from Federal; municipal, and
private sources for the health and educaiion programs for
young children.

Specific standards set up for the housing of nurseries and
kindergartens.

The adjustment of professional preparation for teachers
to include child health, family welfaire, politi61 ecoriomy,
and legislation and to prepare teachers for community
leadership. -

The use of "youth" as teaching "helpers."
Nutritional programJ, protective and corrective health

programs.

Housing schemes for needy families that affect the welfare
of young çhildren.

The completion of the cycle of national care and education
through the programs for yo.uth and adults which in some
instances call for their cooperation in the support of nurseries
and schools for young children.
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A logical second question would be "In what respects are the
programs in other countries suggestive to the United States?"
But there is no blanket answer to this second question because each
of our 48 States is a self-determining unit. Each controls its own
,program. Each State has its own individuality with respect to
people,. industries, climate, and traditions which influence its
prop-.ams. Consequendy, iniorder to apply ideas found success-
ful elsewhere it is necessary to know the needs of young children
in a Stati or community and to know whether changes or expan-
sions are needed in the present services offered to care for and to
educate the young children.

s WHY THE UNITED STATES NEEDS 7151 APPRAISE ITS
PROGRAMS FOR YOUNGVIIILDREN.

14

The desirability of local surveys to discover the needs of child-
hood and the adequacy of available servics to meet the needs is
indicated by figures frolil the 1930 Federal census.93 There was
not only a lower percentage of increase in the total number of
children below the age of 6. for the decennial 1920-30 ihan for
the preceding decennial, but there were actually fewer children
2 years of age and less reported in 1930 than in 1 9 20 . According
to authorities " the replacements of population are not occurring
among professional and commercial classes of people but chiefly

I. in the smaller-income and laboring groups.
Reports and recommendations from the 1930 White House

Conferenee on Child Health and Protection 'are challenging and
suggestive for current surveys. Reports indicate the large pro-
portion of children who start school with preventable physical
handicaps and describe the inadequacy of home and community
environments for the guidance of children's social and mental
development. A stmmary of standards for the communities'
responsibilities for the education, health, and welfare of both
normal and handicapped children is given in the Children's
Charter.n
the imOortance of giving children who start life with inadequate

liome surroundings the ment41, the spiritual, and the physical
See appendix, pp. 97-100.
Lorimar, Frank, and Osburn, Frederic H. Dynamics of Population; social and biikpecalaificanto of changing birth rate; in the United SULU& New York, Macmillan Co., 1934.461 p.

e See appendix,

.
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nurture they require has been emphasized in a recent survey of
social trends in the United States.23

The treatment of the child may be considered as a forecast
of social change because in the status and nurture of the child
are expressed the knowledge and the hopes and values of a
people which they are building into the future soliety * * *.
The realization of the influence of early childhood on later
life marks another change in our beliefs about children which
is exercising an ever-increasing influence. The more or less

- complacent attitude of parents toward the young child has
been superseded by a concern for the child's early nurture, as
shown by the demands for medical srupervision of well babies,
habit clinic% parent education, and increasing provision of
fasilities to detect and correct earlysdeviatioris in health and
conduct. This enhanced interest inAearly childhood has re-
sulted in part from the discovery that many of the adults who
are involved today in serious social difficulties were the
neglected, dependent, pdorly nurtured, or otherwise malad-
justed children of yesterday.

An increasing number of public-school administrators have
considered the importance of a downward extension of the ele-
mentary school. There is evidence to prove that tht well-
organized nursery school and kindergarten have increa.sed the
amount of intelligence chifdren express, have aided their social
adjustment% and protected their physical development. The
way these guidance programs are carried on has been suggetkye
for teachers and curriculum builder& of' elementary and high
schools. Thiough the parents' cooperation the guidance is con-
tinued 4t horn; and the good4art the children receive assures
a more satisfactory progress through their school experierice.

Perhaps the reply to the question about what other countries
can suggest to us, may be given most helpfully ifr the form of an
aid for self-examinatioq or sutirey either by States, municipali-
ties, or by small local districis. A survey should produce an ac-
curate Fiicture of the conditions under which the children below
school age are living. I should also place a picture of current-
educational, social-welfare, and health facilities affecting young
children before the people intereted in testing their effectiveness.
In- planning a program there is available, a vast amount of prac-
tical information about Ara growth and adult educability that
has, been made available from the research -studies conducted

Reoent Social Trends the United States. Report of the President's Research Com;
mittee on Social Trends. New York, McGrawHal Book Co., 1933. Vol. II, ch. XV, Child-
hood and Youth, p. 751.
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during the past 15 years. The following are_ some of the facts that
are essential in determining local onditions and in suggesting
immediate and future programs.

Popu1ation.24Ana1ysis of the gge entimeration, beginning with-
infants, by color, nativity, and sex, at 10-year intervals; mobility.
of the population over a 10-year period; number of persons per
household; number of families having children under 10 years of
age; literacy or extent of education of parents in families hdving
yoUng children.

Housing.Character of the homes in the area studied, number of
families living in one-, two-, and three- or-more family dwellings ;24

facilities available suche.as ruhning water, toilets for each family,
ventilation and sunshine, aids for househorti managelant, and
availability of recreation centers.

OcApations.---Trades and professions Pin which fathers and
mothers have been or are engaged; extent of unemployment;
ages and occupation of children gainfully employed.

Services.Available health, recreation, education, cultural aids
and agericies; the proportion óf the people receiving services; the
proportion needing them; sources of support for the services; types
ofagençiespublic or privatewhich initiate needed programs.

Facts assembled under tile foregoing headings will help answer
the following queries. These topics and questions are based on
$eneral points in the report of European experiences. They do
not constitute a full-fledged plan for surveying local resources and
needs, but they do suggest certain ,principles that should guide
the formulation of such a survey plan.

MAJOR (QUESTIONS FOR A COMMUNITY'S SURVEY OF
CHILDREN'S NEEDS AND FACILITIES TO MEET THE
NEEDS

Continuous service from infaiscy into school life.To what extent is
continuous health care, welfare service, and education from
infancY to school life available and assured for young children?

Integrated services.How are die services .coordinated so as to
prevnt separation (1) between health and general ca.rc and
education; and (2) between services provided before and after
the age of 3, or after infancy and before compulsory school
attendance?

14 Detailed data,re available from the Federal Census Bureau, Washington, D. C., and from
some State and local governments.
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Does the preparation of staff members of health clinics, social-
welfare centers, and preschooli include courses offering InforMa-
don on other types of service as well as in.the specialized fields in
which students will work?

Types and exttnt of services. What clinical or advisory service
is available for infants and for mothers of young children?

At what age are children below gompulsory school age accepted
in the public-school system? Is tliere a need or a demand for
provisions for younger children?

Is the program for younger children coordinated with the
work in the public elementary schools? ,

Approximately what proportion of the population under 6
years of age needs public or free service for health, family wel-
rare, recreation, and education? What proportion is receiving
each of these types of public service? What proportion of the
parents in these needy families itneceive instruction, encourage-
ment, and àssistance?

What local regulations or State laws (1) facilitate the provision
of health,_ education, and welfare services for needy families and
young children; (t) assure the standard qualifications of the
persons in charge of both public and independent services;
(3) safeguard the standards essential for the physical set-up of
both public and independent service plants; (4) help the State,
local, or independent supervision to enforce requirements?

Financial support.Does the State assume respaisibility for
financial support of (1) heth, (2) educational, and (3) welfare
services for nee4y young children?

Is permanency' assured for the programs? If so, under what
conditions?

Can it be proved that expenditure of money for health, educa-
tion, and welfare services for young children in thc community
effects eccoomy in reduced mortality, ill-health, delinquency,
and school retardation?

. Educational s4.Are teachers prepared 'for the work Wi9ir
children from 2 or 3 years of age to : or 9 years so- that they
are acquainted with developmental p of different age levels?

Does their preparation include adequate work in (1) physical
health, (2) mental hygiene, (3) nutrition, (4) famiW welfare, (5)
parent education; (6) economics, (7Vqeslation?

What definite incentives are providi:d to encourage and to
ptipare teachers in rural areas to make the schoora community

_
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center for culture and generdf assistance for the adults as well
as for the preschool and school age children?. *-

What opportunities are offered' boys and girls of adolescent age
to participate in preschool programs as a matter of prevoca-
tional or of preparental education?

What opportunities are offertd to nurses, welfare workers,
teachers of older children, and other interested workers to
participate in the eaducational program with young children?

Family housing.Do housing programs for families of low
incomes include facilities (1) to encourage efficient house work
as a means of improving family life; (2) to, provide an educa-
tional or supervised play program for children below school age;
(3) to pirovide. wholesome 'activities for youth; (4) to instruct
and to provide recreation for adults?

Public opinion.What is dope by direct instruction of adults
and youth to safeguard the mental and physical health, the
training and guidance of ctiildren below school age?

How can information be so directed as to place the social and
economic values of adequate care and education of children
below the age of compulsory school attendance before the aver-
age citizen?

What64 foundations, health ?education, and welfare agencies
have taken the initiative in arousing public interest to promote
needed programs or to improve standards of work? Has public
responsibility for such work followed demonstrations by private
initiative?

Emergence from the economic limitations of the past few years
will bring with it new values in the thinking of the people of the
country. From ihese values it may be expected that the condi-
tions affecting the mental and physical health, the welfAre, and
the education of young children shall'receive primary consid-
eration.

4
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APPENDIX

FEDERAL EMERGENCY RELIEF ADMINISTRATION
1734 New York Avenue

WASHINGTON
OCTOBER 23, 1933.

To ALL STATE EMERGENCY R.ELIEF ADMINISTRATIONS:

Announcement of Federal Work Relief Project

It hat been brought to my attentipn that young children of preschool
age in thc homes of needy and unempkyed parents are sufferin); from the
conditions existing in the homes incident to current economic and social
difficulties. The educational and health programs of nursery schools can
aid as nothing else in combatting the physical and mental handicaps being
imposed upon these young children.

Furthermore, the nursery-school program includes the participation of
',parents. In this way it serv to nefit the child froin every point of view
and parents are both relieved m their anxieties resulting from tiae worry
of inadequate home provisio for their yoking children and are included
in an educational program on an adult level which will ri.se their morale
and that of the entire family and the commtmity.

To supply this need, thc rules and regulations of the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration may be interpreted to provide work relief wages for
qualifiea and unemployed teachen, and other workers on relief who are
needed to organize and conduct nursery schools under ihe control of the
public-school systems. All plans for organizing, locating, and supervising
the nursery schools shall be subject to thc approval of the local superintendents
of public schools and of the local relief adminiiirators. Food supplies may
be provided under the authorization of October 4 relating to child-feeding
programs. Completed plans shall b; sent to the State superintendents of
public instruction and to the State relief administrators in accordance with
Swap procedures to obtain needed authority to proceed. Moneys granted
for general .relief to each State and those specifically designated for work
relief in education marl% used for this project.

The National Associatign for Nursery Educaulm, the Association for
Childhood Education, and the National Council of Parent Education offer
anistanee to both the public-school authorities and relief administrators.
They may be immediately helpful to you in examining the work-relief rolls
to discover qualified workers for the nursery schools.

Recognized institutes of research in child development, located through-
out the country, stand ready to give needed advisory and superyisory services
to help safeguard the educatronal program and asstire adequate provisions
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for the nursery school work. The United States Office of Education may
be called upon for information and assistance.

Announcement of this nursery-school project will be sent to the liuper-
intendents of local and State public schools and to the officers of national
organizations whose interests would prompt them to take the initiative
with the local school authorities in starting the work.

Sfficerely yours,
HARRY L. HOPKINS,

Administrator.

THE DECLARATION OF GENEVA .
1. The 'child must be given thc means reqirte for its normal developntent,

both materially 4nd spiritually.
2. The child that is hungry must be fed; the child that is sick must be nursed;

the child that is backward must be helped; the delinquerAt child must be
reclaimed; and thc orphan and the waif must be sheltered and succored.

3. The child must be the first to receive relief in times of distress.
4. The child must be put in a position to earn a livelihood and mint be

protected against every form of exploitation.
5. The child must bebrought up in the consciousness that its talents must be

devoted to the service of its fellow men.
Signed by the General Committee of The Save the Children
International Union, February 28, 1924. Approved Sep-
ten'iber 26, 1924, by the League of Nations.

"The State will lend assistance to the sick and aged and to the protection of
maternity and infancy, adopting the Declaration of Geneva, or table
of rights of the child."

(From the Spanish Constibition proclaimed on December 9,
1931, last paragraph of pt. IIFamily, Economy, and Cul-
ture, art. 43Translation published in "Current History",
June 1932.)

THE CHILDREN'S CODE

SUMMARY

The Uruguayan Children's Code was promulgated April 6, 1934. It is a
collection of all the regulations which seek to protect the life and welfare of
the child from its prenatal period to its coming of age, thus correlating these
regulations as well as the units charged with their execution, and *forming
an harmonic whole enabled to defend all of the rights of the child.

The organizatioh is under the direction of a central council and of pro-..

vincial and local committees. The council shall establisb the trends to be
followed and the general principles which will govern the protection of
children, whether these. be under the charge of public or of private institu-
tions. Cooperating, supervising, and propaganda committees shall also be
organized. .

The code comprises in its provisions the protecdosrof pregnant women, of
the mother and the newborn, of ate nursling and the infant, and of the
&boom* and the sick child; the care and education of children.of preschool
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and school age as well as of those attending high school; the care and protec-
tion of socially handicapped children until their majority and also of working
mother and children.

From the Boletin Del Instituto Internácional Americano de Pro-
teccion a La Infancia for July 1934.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

CHILD WELFARE COMMITTEE;

Gentva, April 17, 1934.

EXCERPTS FROM THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE WORK OF THE TENTH SESSION

The Assembly of the League at Nations "adoptee a resolution instructing
the Child Welfare Committee in conjunction with the International Labor
Office to study, with a view to future practical action, the experiments made
by certain countries in order to protect children and young people from the
consequences of thC economic depressiori and unemployment."

* #

"The committee has been struck by the serious character of the psycho-
logical effects produced by the depression upon children, of a strained and
discouraged family atmosphere (which is inevitable in homes suffering from
unemployment), a lack of parental authority and sufiervision, and also of the
complete dependence of the child upon public.and private charity for the
satisfaction of its most vital needs. The committee notes that such effects arc
particularly pronounced when the father is not automatically entitled to an
allowance and when, instea4 of providing for his own dependents, he him-
self becomes an additional charge upon his family, and in particular his wife,
whose nervous system is unable to withstand the new burdens which she has
to bear.

"The committee emphasizes the necessity for removing children from thc
pernicious atmosphere of their own homes during the greater part of thc day
and sending them to nursery schools, recreation centers, reading rooms, etc.,
in order that they may enjoy the quietness and freedom from care and irrita-
tion which are the essential conditions of their development.

The committee nevertheless recognizes the danger which may threaten the
unity of the family and the influence of the home when they are relieved of
their most important functions. thrpugh the inability of the parents to con-
tribute to the well-being of their children. The committee feels bound to
remind governments that the only means of insuring that the family, which
is the pillar of society, remains a 'well-balanced unit is to place its natural
head, the fathet, in a position to provide for his own children."

*
In dealing with the problem of unemployed youth the committee continues:
"As in certain countries the extension of the school age might meet with

financial difficulties, it would perhaps be necessary to examine the possibility
of extending the preschool period (kindergarten, infant schools) by 1 year
a procedure which in many cases would have the additional advantage of be-
ing better suited to the weaker constitutions and slower development of chil-
dren during the economic depression."

s
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A SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF KINDERGARTENS
AND DAY NURSERIES IN HUNGARY AND OF THE STATE
LAW CONCERNING THEIR ORGANIZATION
In 1 828, after many struggles against the prejudice of authorities, the

Countess Theresa Brunsvick opened the first Hungarian kindergarten in her
own home under the name "Garden of Angels." Her purpose, in recognition
of the benefits of kindergarten education for young children, was to increase
the number of worthy men by saving and educating little children.

The Society for the Propagation of Kindergartens, organized in 1836, in-
'creased the number of kindergartens to 89 in the year 1847. The repetition 4
of history in the rise and fall of educational opportunities for young children
with the fighting of wars and the making of peace was apparent in Hungary.
Her war for independence in 1857 reduced the number of kindergartens to 52.

years later the work of promoting the organization of kindergartens was
begun and 9 years after, this, in 1 876, the state joined the ranks of

'supporters, aild by 1 891 the establishmnt of kindergartens became a. legal
duty for the state in communities that could not slapport one themselves.
Two other types of schools had been formed in 1880, the permanent day
nursery and the summer day nursery. Thelummer schtool was designed to
care for the children ,of farmers during the agricultural seasonApril to
October.

The purposes of the national tali; Of 1 891 which regulated kindergartens
were as follows:

, 1. Children receiving the physical and mental training of the kindergar-
tens can more easily overcome the difficulties of the elementary school;
and in districts where there ire racial minorities, kindergartens -v.nable
children to learn the state litaguage at an early age.

2. The high death rate of çhill dren is due in part to the fact that children.
are without suPervision and in cases of sickness do not receive proper
medical attention.

3. Children not under superyision cause great damage by building fires,
and these losses can be checked only by placing children under super-
vision.

The law was' desiined for children from 3 to 6 years of age and
provides for kindeiertens and for permanent and summer day nurs-
eries. It makes attendance at one of these schools compulsory for all
children who are not constantly under supervWonill or feeble-minded
children may not attend kindergartens.

The community is the authority vested with the responsibility of organizing
the kindergartens. Tile state, "nominations, legal bodies, and private in-
dividuals may maintain kindergarts, but they must obtain permission from
the royal superintendent. Kind.-- must be maintained (a) by every
borough with autonomous rights, (4 by every county seat, and (c) by every
rural community in which the total amount paid under direct state taxes
exceeds 30,000 crownsprovided there is no kindergau'iten or there are 40
children for wham there IS no room in an existing kindergarten.

A permanent day nunery must be established by every country parish
community in which the amount paid in direct taxes ranges from 20,000 to

lt
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30;000 crowns and which has 40 children of the correct age who are not '
under supervision. A summer day nursery must be established by every rural
community in which the direct state tax does not exceed 20,000 crowns and
in which there are at least 15 children not under supervision.

Only such persons may be employed in kindergartens as possess a qualifying
diploma.

The local authority over kindergartens is a supervising committee of five
members which must include women, though their number may not exceed
that of men. This committee is appointed by the Minister of Public Worship
and Instruction. If a community or denominátyin maintains itn elementary
schbol also, the functions of the supervising comnlittee arc performed by the
school council with the addition of women members. The local medical
officer is an ex-officio member of the committee, 'the functions of the com-
mittee are: (a) Tile election of teachers; (b) visitation of schools and control
of work; (c) enforcement of compulsory attendance; apd (d) care of the
material needs of the school and supervision of the building, equiprnedt, and
proPertY

State supervision of all kindergartens is carried on by the Minister of Public
Worship"and Instruction through royal superintendents.

Education in Hungary, by Julius Kornis, Bureau of -Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia Univeritit);, New York City, 1932,

. from pages 43 to 47.

ST. CUTHBERT'S VOLUNTARY NURSERY SCHOOL, LINCOLN
(ENROLLMENT 30 CHILDREN)

Statement of receipts and payments, January 1, 1933, to Decimber 31,1933

RECEIPTS

s. d.
To balance brought forward
Grants in aid:

John Dawber Trust 450 0 0
Mayor's Employment Fund 10 0 0

Flag Day receipts (gross)
special' efforts (auction sale, whist drive,

concerts, etc.)
Parents' weekly payments 68 7 114
Pgrents' extra payments for malt 3 15 4
Payments by visitors, etc., for dinnen . . . . 2 2 6

Repayment ofrates by corporation . . . . . . .
Subscriptions and donations OOOOO

Donations per collecting boxes at school
and shops

Total I OOOOO 41 OP

36 13 5%

460 0 0
100 12 1 1

13 10 1%

74 5 9%
5 2 7

51 19 7

4156
746 19 1 1
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ST. CUTHBERT'S VOLUNTARY NURSERY SCHOOL, LINCOLN
(ENROLLMENT 30-CHI )--Continued

Statement of receipts and payments, January 1, 1933, to December 31, 1933Con.

PAYMENTS s. d. L s. d.

By salaries,of superintendent and "helpers" 201 11 0
Apparatus, equipment, and material. 21 1 10!4",

Food, including milk and malt 113 2 11

Gas fpr cooking 6 0 0
fuel, light, and cleaning miperials 29 13 9

Wagestwo men cleaners (one acting as
cook) 142 0 6

177 14 3
, Rent 37 6

Rates and insurance 24 3 9

Laundry 18 6 6

Stationery, postage*, etc 5 2 834

Employers' contributions, National H. and
U. Insurance 9 12 2

Flag Day expenses 7 6 6

Miscellaneous expenses (cheque books,
bank charges, chemist, etc ) 2 15 10

Total 618 .3 6

Balance carried forward:
At ixtrik 1164 9 7

In cash 12 6 1034

128 16 .5S

Total - 746 19 11342

I have examined the foregoing statement of receipti and payments with
the books and vouchers, and have found the same in accordance therewith.

W. D. MUNRO,
Hon. Auditor,
23d January 1934.

C. W. HOOTONI
Hon. Treassali,

Lincoln, 1st January 1934.

LOUTH NURSERY SCHOOL pi BALANCE SHEET, 1933

s. d.

Proceeds from °opening . . . 110 14 0
Donations 114 15 7

Weekly contributions 68 12 0
Grants

.

33 0 0
Trusthorpe Women's Institute 4 3 8

Proceeds, jumble sale, whist drive, girls' club 11 13 7

No. 1. Afc to No. 2. A/c 13 13 9

262 12 7

- '
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LOUTH NURSERY SCHOOL poi BALANCE SHEET, 1933--
Continued

PAYMENTS d.
Salaries and insurances 151 8 6
Cook's wages and insurances 33 17 9
Gas 5140
Coke 6 0 3
Petty monthly expenses 10 8 0
Equipment and renewals 11 13 5
Advertising, stationery, printing 3 14 4
Rent of field (half-year) 2 10 0
Rates 5 12 11
Insuiances:

Building, etc 4 18 6
Fire 2126
Employer's liability 18 9

Property income tax 1 11 3
"Baby Week" film 1 1 11
Bus with furniture from Lincoln 1 4 0
Repairs to woodwork, etc 1 12 4
Part payment for hut 3 0 0
Part payment for piano 1 0 0
Two cheque books and bank charges 16 t

Total 24t 14 5
Balance in bank 12 18 2

t.

Total 262 12 7
Examined and found correctC. B. DAwsoN.
3d March 1934.

SECOND 5-YEAR PLAN OF CARE OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
1932-37

NUMBER OF HEALTH CENTERS AND COTS IN CRÈCHES
. i

Health centers and cots

Numbers in
thousands(

,

Percent-
age of

change,
1932-37 I1932 1937

Number of health centers
Number of oots in:

Creches in towns
Permanent &Gabes in rural districts
Topporary creches in rural districts

Pimento's of children enrolled in aloha@ in plants
of leadihg branches oMndustry _ _ _ _

& 5

273. 8
350. 2

3, 920. 3

00. 0

20. 0

700. 0
800. 0

9, 000. 0

100. 0

307. 7

255. 7
228 6
229. 6

105. 7,

/ 2 .

From the book Second &Year Plan tidited by Gosplan State Planning Committee of the
Union, Vol. 1,

The percen of increase is obtained by subtracting 100 from each of tibe figures given.
For example the tal enrollment in 1937 is 137.8 mount of the total enrollment in 1932, but
the motet of imam is 37.8.

. . . . . . . .

.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

KINDERGARTEN MENUS

.11

(Translated from mimeographed documents isstx41 f3y the Prague Muhicipal
Department of Education)

Two weeks' menusOne for the spring and one for the winkr
MAY 1933

1. Vegetable soup with pearl barley and ham.
Cabbage salad.

2.*Soup from giblets.
Cookies with jam.

3. Dill soup.
Hashed meat spiced with marjoram, and potatoes.

4. Leek soup with potatoes.
Cheese cakes.

5. Milk soup with noodles.
Spinach with rice.

6. Broth wittk roll.
Wheat mush with butter, dusted with cocoa.

7. Beef soup with ground meat.
Egg with dill sauce and potatoes.

DECEMBER 1933

1. Rice soup.
gs' Dumpling with butter and cottage cheese.
rAP 2. Milk soup with noodles.

Pease porridge sprinkled with minced ham. Fruit.
3. Fennel soup with bun.

Rice porridge ifith custard 'sauce.
4. Celery soup with% potatoes.

Cotfage-cheese dumplings.
. 5. Fruit soup.

Calf's liver vith spinach and potatoes.
6. Lentil soup. .

Potato cakes with marmala4e.
7. Vegetable soup with farina

Risotto with ham aid peas. Beets.

4

J

s.

MENUS AND s IREChONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF POOD
FOR NU :4s. ERIES ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION 0 PRAGUE, 1934

L For infan from 1 to 2 months of age: A prèscription composed of rice,
milk, . is su., or fruit juice and cream of wheat.

IL For s .is ts from 2 to 6 months of age: The first prescriptioq continued
pplemented by browned-flour soup made of milk, butter, flour; IP,-

_ .

, sugar.
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For children 6 month, old to a year and a half: Cream of wheat and rice
porridge; vegetable soup; vegetables, including spinach, carrots, cauli-
flower, turnips, cold-slaw, cabbage, potatoes; ground veal or liver;
cocoa and a beverage made from rye grains served with a roll, rusk,
or cookie.

The menus are to be prepared by the nurses and not by regular
cooks, ,

As long as the Department of Education has sufficient funds it
will be possible to serve fruit and vegetable juices twice a day to
these young children. These juices Will include those from
oranges, apples, crabapples, cherries, plums, .-and from young
carrots.

GREAT BRITAIN
3-WEEKS' DINNER MENUS

1. Minced beef or mutton:
Potatoes.
Chocolate blancmange.

2. Ox liver stewed with rice and onion..
Carrots or parsnips.
Orange custard.

3. Vegetable soup.
Baked bread (or rusks).
kgg custard or bread-and-butter pudding.

4. Scrambled eggs. Or Shepherd's pie.
Potato. Greens.
Cauliflower or Junket and fruit.
Stewed tomato.
Junket and fruit.

5. Baked fish- and tomato or parsley sauce.
Potato.
Fruit pudding or fruit fool.

I I
1. Irish stew or roast beef.

Greens.
Stewed prunes and custard or
Summer pudding and custard.

2. Meat loaf.
Stewed tomato or mashed turnips.
Egg custard or cocoa junket or fruit mold.

3. creamed eggs.
Potato.
Greens.
Blancmange

Or Peas, onion sauce,
and bacon.

Greens.
Blancmange.

III.

.

-

.
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4. Fried liver and tomato sauce.

Potato mashed.
Banana custard or milk pudding.

5. Fish pie.
Carrots or peas.
Castle pudding and treacle or jám or fruit charlotte.

III
1. Roast leg of mutton minced or

Scrambled eggs and tomato or potato and lentil pie.
Potato.
Greens.
Fruit corn-flour mold or blancmange and fruit.

2. Vegetable soup with minced liver.
Rusks or baked bread.
Gingerbread and treacle.

3. Boiled mutton or beefsteak and kidney stew.
Potato.
Carrots.
Fruit salad or baked apple.

4. Rice, tomato, and bacon.
Greens or runner beans.
Chocolate breadcrumb cnstard or egg custard or

bread-and-butter pudding.
5. Creamed fish.

Potato.
Stewed tomato.
Rice or tapioca pudding and raisins.

Menus quoted from Nursery School Diet, Pamphlet Nb. 24. 1934. Pub-
ished by thc Nursery School Association of Great Britain.

ITALY
MENUS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

(Translattd from a Reaort by the Vational Institute for the Protection of
others and gifldren) [42]

A

1932
MONDAY'.

Morning Macaroni.
Strained vegetables or stewed fruit.

AfternoonBread with malted milk or cereal beverage.
Fresh fruit or marmalade; rusks.

TUESDAY:

Morning Rice dish with butler.
Bread and honey or stewed fruit.

AfternoonCream of wheat.
Fruit juice; rusks,

t

I.

.

o
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WEDNESDAY:

Morning

Afternoon Bread

Vegetable soup with dumpling.
Mashed vegetables; bread and butter.

with malted milk or cereal beverage.
Fresh fruit (apple or orange).

THURSDAY:

Morning Vegetable soup with rice.
Mashed potatoes; rusks.

AfternoonCorn mush with butter and tomatoes.
Stewed fruit; bread or rusks.

FRIDAY:

Morning Vegetable soup with bread or dumpling.
Mashed vegetables or cottage 'cheese with sugar.

.4141afternoonCreamed rice, or bread and milk.
Fresh fruit (sliced apples with sugar); bread-.

SATURDAY :

Morning Rice or macaroni with fresh butter.
Marmalade; bread or rusks.

Afternoon w .4! of wheat or cereal beverage with milk and bread.
Fruit compote; bread or toast.

POLAND

BILL OF FARE IN THE KINDERGARTENS OF THE MUNICIPAL-
ITY OF WARSAWSECTION OF PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

- Share for one child

1. Bean soup with boiled paste 30 gr bean, 30 gr flour, 10 gr lard,
greens.

2. Soup of sour 6pt with meat 150 gr potatoes, 60 gr sour crout
and potatoes. 50 gr meat, greens.

3. Soup of groats with citron, or 40 gr groats, 30 gr cream, 30 gr meat,
*tomatoes, or cucumber, or tomatoes, encumber, mushfooms,
mushrooms. citron.

4. Soup of vegetables with dump- 20 gr. flour, 60 gr vegetables, 60 gr

lings. I potatoes,_10 gr lard.
5. Pea soup with pearl barley 30 gr pearl barley, 40 .gr pea, 10 gr

6. Coffee with milk and bacon. ...

7. Boiled paste with potatoes....

8. Beef tea with macaroni. .......
9. Pearl barley soup with potatoes.

10. Sour Polish soup with maul and
little beans.

11. Boiled paste with milk . . . . . .

12. Cacao with milk and bacon. .

lard, greens.
5 gr coffee ènrilo, S litre milk, 15 gr

sugar, bacon.
60 gr flour, 150 gr Ootatoes, 10 gr

lard, greens, egg.
50 gr flour, 50 gr meat, greens, egg.
30 gr pearl barley, 150 gr potatoes, 10

gr bird, greens.
60 gr beet root, 15 gr cream, 20 gr

beans, 30 gr meat, greens.
50 gr flour, 3 litre milk, egg.
5:gr cacao, litre milk, 0 gr sugar,

bacon.

.

. 11

44-
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PRIVATELY ADMINISTERED NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Giving Public Service for Mothers and Young Children to

School-Entrance Age
BELGrUM.-Oeuvre Nationale de L'Enfance. Henri Velge, general secre-

tary. 67, Avenue de la Toison d'Or, Brussels.
CzEcHosLovAKIA.-eskoslovenski Ochrana Maftk a dú. Josef Groh,

president. Prague.
HUNGARY.-Landes Stephanie Bund tiir Matter- und Säuglingfarsórge.

Lewis Keller, managing editor. Budapest.
ITALY.-Opera Nazionale per la Protezione della Materniti e della

Infanzia. Contessa Daisy di Robilant, president. Palazzo del Grillo, Rome.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Having Branches or Representatives In Many of the Countries

Discussed In This Rport
Intrnational Bureau of Education. 44, rue des Marakhers, 'Geneva,

Switzerland.
Union Internationale de Secours aux Enfants. Mr. W. A. MacKenzie,

general secretary, 15, rue Lévricr, Geneva, Switzerland.

SOME FEDERAL CENSUS DATA OF 1930 FOR CHILDREN
BELOW THE AGE OF 6

CHILDREN BELOW THE AGE OF 6 IN THE UNITED STATES
LIVING IN CITIES, ON FARMS, AND IN RURAL, DISTRICTS

.

Age 1930 census Rural fltrm ralRufa non-
rm

-

Urban

e

Under 1 year1 year.. 2, 190, 791 638, 008 479, 474 1, 073, 3091 year ____ . 2, 164, 565 622, 743 471, 603 1, 070, 219
2 years 2, 326, 016 675, 952 505, 914 1, 144, 150
3 years 2, 394, 463 704, 738 514, 761 1, 174, 964
4 years ___ 2, 368, 565 899; 985 504, 852 1, 163, 7185 years __ 2, 505, 250 i 745, 048 532, 438 1, 228, 864

Total_ 13, 949p640 4, 087, 374 3, 009, 042 8, 853, 224

,

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN BELOW THE AGE OF 6 IN THE
UNITED STATES REPORTED IN THE FEDERAL CENSUS FOR
1920 AND 1930

, 0
Age 1920 census 1930 census

Under 1 year 2, 257, 256 2, 190, 791
1 year. _ _ _ _ _ _ 2, 300, 605 2, 164, 565
2 years. 2, 331, 110 2, 328, 016
3 years 2, 370, 426 Z 394, 463
4 years. 2, 313, 834 2, 368, 565
5 years 4 . _ - _

. 2, 347, 839 2, 505, 250

Total _ ........... - - - - - - - 13, 921, 069 13, 949, 640

.;,...0 ..
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CHILDREN BELOW THE AGE OF 6 IN THE UNITED STATES,
DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO NATIVITY CENSUS OF 1930

URBAN

.

Age Total
Nativewhite
(native par-

entage)

Native white
(foreign or
mixed par-

entage)

Foreign-
born
white

,

Negro?

1 2 3 4 5 e

Under 1 year 1, 048, 427 691, 792 273, 233 1, 184 80, 218
1 year ... 1, 048, 406 (42, 998 ZRZ 252 2, 713 78, 443
2 years _ _ . 1, 120, 118 714, 783 312, 723 4, 64R 87, ! ;

3 year; .. 1, 149, 292 719, 942 331, 121 6, 536
4 years .. 1, 139, 795 707, 668 334, 314 8, 524 89, 289
5 years .. 1, 200, 885 734, 418 383, 220 9, 981 93, 266

RURAL FARM
.

Under 1 year 619-7591 4'8,.585 30, 087

,
62

_

110, 957
1 year, 806, 320 469, 04,6 31, 902 159 105, 203
2 years 638, 778 501, 685 34 489 243 120, 381
3 years 686, 561 519, 379 39, 489 355 127, 338
4 years 682, 501 514, 558 4Z 528 448 124, 967
5 years 726, 859 545 680 48, 838 564 133, 777

RURAL NONFARM

Under 1 year 482, 990 378, 963 142, 642 182 41, 203
1 year 457, 260 373, 485 44, 529 356 38, 890
2 years 491, 392 \ 396, 418 50, 171 563 44, 240
3 years 499, 310 399, 551 53, 692 784 45, 283

4 years -.- 490, 761 390, 302 55, 291 1, 031 44. 137
5 years 517, 144 407, 410 61, 710 1, 335 48, 689 %-

I 13, 602, 490 9, 626, 673 2, 432, 211 39, 668 1, 503, 038

I Races other than white and Negro not included.

INCREASES AND D4CREASES IN THE NUMBER OF tHILDRPN
UNDER 6 YEARS OF AGE BETWEEN THE .DECENNIALS 1900-

) 1910, 1910-1920, AND 1920-1930
, ,

Age

Percentage of increase or decrease

1900-1910 1910-1920 1920-1930
..

_

Under 1 year
1 year - _

2 years .,.._
3 years .
4 years

+1& 7
+11. 8
+18. 4
+18. 2
+1& 5

+1. 8
+16. 4 -
+7. 6
+9. 9
+9. 4

-2. 9
-& 9
-0. 2
+1. 0

i

.

.

.

,

.

_ . _

____ 91, ;...;

:-
... _ ____

__ 1

Total_ .. _ ......

.

+1 4

_ _ _

_

.

, ,

_

..
. ....

..
..

,

**I

. ...
. -.
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PERCENT OF FAMILIES IN THE UNITED STATES HAVING
CHILDREN UNDER 10 YEARS OF AGE, FEDERAL CENSUS OF 1930

, ,

Number of children under 10

.

Families

,

Number Percent
,

Total ___ _ .

Families having:
No children under 10_ _ _ _

1 child_ .

2 children .

3 c.hibdren
4 children
5 children
6 or more __

29, 904, 8643 100. 0

17, 587, 354
5, 745, 158
3, 525, 307
1, 787, 690

851, 974
, 311,074

96, 106

58. 8
19. 2
11. S
6. 0
2. 9
1. 0

. 3
,

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF AlkPFAMILIES IN THE UNITED
STATES LIVING IN 1-, 2-, 3-OR-MORE FAMILY DWELLINGS

TONAL

Number of
families Percent

1-family dwellings
2-family dwellings
3- or more family dwellings

Taal

22, 833, 110
3, 456, 174
3, 615, a79

76. 4

'4' 12. 1

29,904, 663 100. 0

,.
- URBAN

1-family dwellings
2-fam11y dwellings
3- or more family dwellings

Total urban

11,001, 861
Z 861, 140
3, 509, 523

63. 3

20. 2

17, 372, 524 100. 0

RURAL

1-family dwellings
2-family dwellings
3- or more family dwellings

Total rural

11,831, 249
595, 034
105, 856

04. 4
t 7

8

12, 532, 139 100. 0

ILLITERACY: AMONG PEOPLE 10 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER

_____.

Number Percent

Urban . 1, 800, 604 3. 2Rural-farm - 1, 683, 030 6.9Rural non-farm 900, 119 4. 8

I

,

U

U

. .

16. 5

............t
..

U

... _1 ... _ _ _ _ _ _
.
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THE CHILDREN'S CHARTER I

L For every child sp¡ritual and moral training to help him to stand firm
under the pressure of life.

II. For every child understanding and the guarding of his personality as his
most precious right. -

III. For every child a home and that love and seçurity which a home
provides; and for that child who must receive foster care, the nearest substi-
tute for his own home.

IV. For every child full preparation for his birth, his mother reCeivinfi
prenatal, natal, and postnatal care; and the establishment of such protective
measures as will make childbearing safer.

V. For every child health protection from biith through adolescence,
including: Periodical health examinations and, where needed, care of
specialists and hospital treatment; regular dental examinitions and care of
the teeth; protective and preVentive measures against communicable diseases;
the insuring of pure food, pure milk, and pure water.

VI. For every child from birth through adolescence, promotion of health,
including health instruction arid a health program, wholesome physical and
mental recreation, with teachers and leaders adequately trained.

VII. For every child a dwelling place safe, sanitary, and wholesome, with
reasonable provisions for privacy, free from conditions which tend to thwart
his development; and a home environment harmonious and enriching.

VIII. For every child a school which is safe froniMizards, sanitary, properly
equipped, lighted, and ventilAl. For younger children nursery Khoo's and
kindergarteps to supplement home care.

IX. For every child a community which recognizes and plans for his needs,
protects him against physical dangers, moral hazards, and disease; provides
him with safe and wholesome places for play and recreation; and make;
provision for his cultural and social needs.

X. For every child an education which, through the discovery and develop-
ment of his individual abilities, prepares him for life; and through training
and vocational guidapce prepares him for a living which will yield him the
maximum of satisfaction.

XI. For every child such teaching and training as will prepare him for
successful parenthood, homemaking, and the rights of citizenship; and, for
parents, supplementary training to fit them to deal wisely with the problems
of parenthood.

XII. For every child education for safety and protection against accidents
to which modern conditions subject himthose to which he is directly exposed
and thcise which, through loss or maiming of his parents, affeCt him indirectly.

XIII. For every child who is blind, deaf, crippled, or otherwise physically
handicapped, and for the child who is mentally handicapped, such measures
as will early discover and diagnose his handicap, provide care and treat-
ment, and so train him that he may become an asset to society rather than a
liability. Expenses of these services shoilld be borne publicly where they
cannot be printely met.

1 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection. 1930.
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XIV. For every child who is in conflitot with society the right to be dealt
with intelfigently as societyc's charge, not society's outcast; with the home, the
school, the church, the cotrt, and the institution when needed, sliaped to
return him whenever possible to the normal stream of life.

XV. For every child the right to grow up in a fAmily with an adequate
standard of living_and the security ofga stable income as the surest safeguzifd
against social handicaps. 6

XVI. For every child protection against labor that stunts growth, either
physical or mental, that limits education, that deprives children of the right
of comradeship, of play, and of joy.

XVII. For every rural child as satisfactory schooling and health services
as for the city child, and an extension to rural families of social, recreational,
and cultural facilities.

XVIII. To supplement the home and the school in the training of youth,
and to return to them those interests of which modern life tends to cheat
children, every stimulation and encouragement should be given to the
extension and development of the voluntary xouth organizations.

XIX. To make everywhere available *tilese minimum protections of the
health and welfare of children, there should be a district, county, or cbinmu-

nity organization for health, education, and welfare, with full-time officials,

coordinating with a State-wide program which will be responsive to a Nation-
wide service of general information, statistics, and scientific research. This
should include:

(a) Trained, full-time public-health officials, with public-health nurses,
sanitary inspection, and laboratory workers.

(b) Available hospitat beds.
(c) Full-time public welfare service for the relief, aid, and guidance of chil-

dren in special need due to poverty, misfortune, or behavior difficulties, and
for the protection of children from abuse, neglect, exploitation, or moral
hazard.

For every child these rights, regardless of race or color or situation, wher-
ever he may live under the protection of the American flag.
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